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After Hearing Agruments
•

Reagan Faces Decision
On MX Missile Base

•••"-

LOS ANGELES (AP) — President tisan congressional report that said
Reagan, facing a major decision on basing the missiles in 4,600 shelters in
the MX missile, resumes his ranch the Western desert would be harmful
vacation today after hearing new to people and the environment and not
arguments that the missile should be provide real safety.
based on land.
The idea of building 4,600 shelters
Presidential aides say Reagan will was proposed by former President
decide in three to five weeks whether Carter, who argued that it would conto base the mobile missile on land or fuse the Soviet Union because they
switch to an air-based system, a wouldn't have enough warheads to hit
highly controversial political ques- all the shelters and wouldn't know
tion.
which ones actually contained
Sen. John Tower, R-Texas, chair- missiles.
man of the Senate Armed Services
The congressional report, prepared
Committee, and Rep. William Dickin- by the staff of the House Interior Comson, R-Ala., ranking Republican on mittee, said the idea would have
the House Armed Services Commit- serious economic, social and entee, lunched with Reagan at his hotel vironmental consequences in Utah
suite here Friday to discuss the MX.
and Nevada, where the shelters would
And both said they advocated stay- be built.
ing with the ground-based method.
MSU DRUMMERS — Doug Stewart, left, a freshman from Columbus, Ohio, and Mike Joplin, a sophomore
"We don't think from a technical,
from Bonne Terre, Mo., practice their "Kids on Drums" routine in preparation for the coming season as memeconomic or political standpoint the
bers of the 173-member Murray State University Racer Band. The band, directed for the 6th year by David
air basing mode is viable," Dickinson
Wells, will make its 1981 home debut when the football Racers meet Tennessee Tech Sept. 26 at Roy Stewart
said.
(MSU Photo by Barry Johnson)
Stadium.
Tower said he recommended use of
the deceptive mode, or "shell game"
plan, in which missiles would be moved around among 4,600 underground
shelters to baffle prospective
enemies.
Dickinson said he didn't think the
Gale Smotherman, Murray, recentairborne basing was economically or
has been employed as the first fullly
politically practical and wouldn't offer any improvement militarily. "As time hospital librarian at the Houston
Memorial Library. The newly equipa matter of fact, I think it would be
ped library is located on the third
more
he
vulnerable,"
said.
Arthritis, the country's number one
Locally, the 1981 campaign is
Mrs. Ernest (Murrell) Madrey of
floor of the Education Unit in the new
MX
The
issue
in
continued
variety
disease,
a
is
crippling
actually
Murray has been named the 1981 Ar- scheduled for the month of September
area. The library houses the Patient
of diseases. The cruelest and most Washington, with release of a biparthritis Campaign chairwoman for with a goal of $3,000.
A-V area and the medical and
and
The Arthritis Foundation is the only severe type is Rheumatoid Arthritis,
Calloway County.
staff service area.
The appointment was made by the voluntary health organization work- which afflicts about six million peoThe Houston Memorial Library has
executive committee of the Arthritis ing in the field of arthritis wpch af- ple. Two variations, one sudden and
been in existence for many years but
violent in its attack, and the other,
fects over 444,000 Kentuckia*
Foundation.
the patient services library was set up
relatively mild, strike children in the
1974 in cooperation with the Public
in
form of Juvenile 'Rheumatoid ArBooks were donated by the
Library.
The
—
(AP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
thritis. It now is recognized Is the
after funding for a catalog of
library
Election
of
Registry
Kentucky
for
of
cause
crippling
fourth major
Finance issued fines against 195 can- the collection was made possible by
children in America.
didates after two days of hearings this the hospital and public library. In the
Assisting in the campaign are Lucy week, executive director John Craig past, the Murray-Calloway County
Forest, Mrs. Kenneth Harrell, said Friday.
Ann
Hospital Library has been staffed by
—12
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Sally
Nance,
Annie
Library staff, CETA
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S.
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Public
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under Robert 0. Miller,
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after
due
reports
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final
with
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Business Page
mild Sunday. Highs in the mid
High FHA chapter, 4-H clubs, the May 29 primary.
Judge/Executive, Red Cross
10 80s. Winds will be east to
Church Directory
Calloway County High FR,' and Beta
The registry imposed civil penalties volunteers, and Hospital Public RelaClassifieds
10, 11
southeast 5 to 10 mph tonight and
clubs, Theta Department of the Mur- of $10 a day against 155 candidates for tions personnel.
Comics
10
Sunday.
ray Woman's Club, Alpha Omicron Pi each day a report was overdue, Craig
Smotherrnan is a spring, 1981
10
Crossword
Extended Forecast
Club.
Woman's
Hazel
the
of the Murray State Univerand
sorority
graduate
candidates
those
that
adding
said,
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Dear Abby
Dry and pleasant Monday,
sity Library Science program and
reports.
their
filed
have
for
urging
state
is
The
chairperson
2
Dr. Lamb
Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs
Forty others have not, however,and conducted her practictun at the
100 percent participation in this year's
67
Fins & Feathers
will be in the 80s and lows will be
were given fines of $25 a day Public Library and the Purchase
campaign
they
all
Arfrom
Kentuckians.
2, 10
Horoscopes
in the 60s.
thritis is a serious disease financially, beginning the day after the reports Regional Library. She was a library
2,3
Local Scene
and physicially and is one were due and ending the day the clerk in Murray State University's
emotionally
4
Opinion Page
that warrants the support of all. reports are filed or Aug. 29, whichever Legal Resources Library for three
8,9
Sports
.
years while a student.
Anyone in Calloway County wanting comes first.
The librarian commented that her
If the reports are not filed by Aug.
to help should contact the leadership
major goal is to develop a functioning
committee.
29, the fine will increase to $100 a day.

1981

Reagan's week in Los Angeles was
marked by the incident with Libya, in
which two U.S. jet fighters shot down
two Libyan fighters over the Gulf of
Sidra, meetings with his Cabinet and
top advisers on defense and a trip to
an aircraft carrier.

Finance Registry
Issues Fines Against
195 Candidates

inside today

today's index

Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said the
president planned to emerge from his
ranch retreat only once during the
week for a Republican fund-raising
dinner in Santa Barbara Thursday
night.

ale Smotherman
Recently Named
Houston Librarian

Madrey Selected Chairwoman
Of County Arthritis Campaign

4

Reagan held his meeting with
Tower and Dickinson in Los Angeles
prior to returning today to his secluded Santa Barbara ranch for the final
week of his vacation.

mostly clear

Gale Smotherman
library for the medical staff and
hospital personnel with a need to expand the journal subscriptions and
add more up-to-date texts. She is also
looking forward to expanding the patient education services such as a vertical file containing instant health
topics on diabetes and burns, and a
speaker's bureau on subjects relating
to health services.
"Donations of subscriptions, new
medical books, periodicals for patients' use and donated books are
welcome in the new library," Ms.
Smotherman stated.

Officials To Ink Papers In Tuesday Ceremony
•

Boy Scout Museum Documents To Be Signed
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Thirteen national leaders of the Boy
Scouts of America will be at Murray
State University Tuesday, Aug. 25, to
join university administrators and
community leaders in the signing of
the final and official documents which
will move the Scouts' national
museum to the campus.
The signing ceremony, to be presided over by Murray's president, Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, will be held at
11:30 a.m. in the foyer of the former
University Laboratory School
building and in which the museum
will be located.
The ceremony will open with a flag
honor guard and pledge of allegiance
led by Eagle Scouts from Murray's
three troops, 13, 45 and 77. Larry
Doyle is Scoutmaster of Troop 13,
James Weatherly of Troop 45 and O.B.
Boone of Troop 77.
The invocation will be given by Dr.
Jerome C. Hainsworth, an associate
professor in the Department of Instruction and Learning, and Ron
Christopher, Murray attorney and
chairman of the university's board of
regents, will welcome the Scouts to
the campus.
Also speaking briefly will be Dr.
Thomas C. MacAvoy, national president of the Boy Scouts of America and
president of Corning Glass Works,
Corning, N.Y.
MacAvoy and J.L. Tarr, chief Scout
executive for the United States, will
head the Scouts' delegation, which
will include seven volunteer leaders
and six staff members from the national headquarters at Irving, Tex., a
suburb of Dallas.
Also among the volunteer leaders

will be Gale F. Johnston Jr., an investment broker with Smith, Moore &
Company, St. Louis, Mo., and a
member of the family which
established the museum originally in
1960 in North Brunswick, N.J., on the
grounds of what was at the time the
Scouts' national headquarters.
The museum, known as the
Johnston Natianal Scouting Museum,
attracted more than 40,000 visitors a
year, 18,000 of whomwere Boy Scouts,
until 1979 when it was closed and its
displays stored when the national
headquarters was moved to Texas.
The other volunteer leaders expected to attend include:
— Edward C. Joullian, HI, president and chairman of the board of
Mustang Fuel Corp., Oklahoma CRY,
Okla., and national vice-president of
the Boy Scouts of America.
— H.L. Hembree, III, chairman of
the board and chief executive officer
of Arkansas Best Corp., Fort Smith,
Ark., and A.L. Jung Jr., president of
Jung Realty Company, Inc., New
Orleans, La., both members of the national executive committee,and
— Lawrence R. Bowers, president
and chief executive officer of the
United Carolina Bank Shares Corp.,
Whiteville, N.C., and president of the
Scouts' Southeast Region with headquartersin Atlanta,Ga.
In addition to Tarr, the staff
members attending the ceremony will
--- •
be:
Joseph L. Anglitn, national director
of administration; Hayti Hunt,
regional director of the BSA
Southeastern Region, Atlanta, and a
member of the executive board;

University
NEW HOME OF SCOUT MUSEUM — This is the former University School building at Murray State
and which soon will house the national museum of the Boy Scouts of America.
Charles Kauffman, director of communications; Wesley Parker,director
of properties and administrative services; and Russell Bufkin, director of
public relations services.
The ceremony Tuesday will climax
a search of more than two years by
the Scouts in selecting a new location
for their national museum.
On July 25, 1980, representatives
fliFfi • a seven-Member site selection
committee from the national headquarters visited the Murray campus
and inspected the proposed building

Carling, vice-president for public affairs, Brookdale College, Fair Haven,
N.J.,and Johnston.
Three months later, on Oct.16, Murray State was selected as thisite for
the re-establishment of the museum,
Fran* William Gay, member Of the and the negotiations which led to the
executive committee of Howard final arrangements were put into moHughes Medical Institute, Encino, tion.
Calif.; Sandy McDonnell, Presldeldr - One of the ausiostaeoUpliectiona
McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis; in the Scouts' museum is "Norman
Bill Fetridge, president, Dartnell Rockwell's World of Scouting," an exCorp., Chicago; Marion D. Hanks, hibition of 54 original oil paintings and
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day lithographs by the late and renowned
Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah; Phil Americalillustrator.

and its related facilities.
Headed by Reuben Jensen, executive vice-president of General
Motors, Inc., Detroit, the committee
included:

6
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Rockwell began his career as a staff
artist with "Boy's Life" and in 1923
began to paint the Boy Scout calendar, which he continued to do without
interruption until 1974.
Another is a large collection of the
illustrated writings of Lord BadenPowell, who founded the Boy Scout
movement in 1907 in England.
Others include one of the world's
finest compass collections, a replica
of the Friendship 7 space capsule, an
operating weather station and an extensive exhibition of miscellaneous
Boy Scout memorabilia.
It is expected to take almost a year
to move all the museum materials to
the Murray campus and that it will be
about the fall of 1962 before it is ready
for visitors.
The building in which it will be housed was constructed in 1969 at a cost of
$1,359,129 for use as a laboratory
school for the training of student
teachers. Its estimated replacement
value today has been set at $2,498,780.
After the school was discontinued in
1976,the building was used temporanly as a student center during the construction period of the present University Center, which was opened last
January.
The building contains 48,450 square
feet of space, and among its features
Makireg it adaptable for the Scout
museum are:
— A 365-seat theatre-auditorium
vrithineWipresentittion capabilities.A gymnasium which can serve
as a major display area.
— A spacious foyer with glassed
display areas and adjacent offices
and other related facilities.
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Community Events Listed
r'4€
Saturday, Aug. U
Saturday, Aug.ZZ
Ladies of First Baptist
':Murray Squa-A-Naders
AiEl dance from 8 to 10130 Church and other intereated
. at the Woodmen of the persons will have a prayer
breakfast at 9 a.m. at the
.41Iorld Hall.
Colonial
House
Fund raising activities for Smorgasbord. Buffet cost
the Hardin Women's Softball will be $4. A nursery will be
Team will include a yard provided at the church.
sale starting at 9 a.m., ham
Wine and cheese party and
give aways at 4 p.m. and 9
p.m., refreshment sale, and "Ann Landers" night will be
music by "The Riffs" at 7:30 held by the Greater Paducah
p.m., all at the four way in- Chapter, Parents Without
Partners, at the home of
tersection at Hardin.
Glenda Calhoun, Paducah,
Deadline for registration at 7:30 p.m.
forms and fees for both boys
Alcoholics Anonymous and
and girls, ages 5 to 18,for the Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Soccer Association is today. the west end of the Livestock
They may be brought to the and Exposition Center.
shelter house in the old part
Sunday,Aug.23
of the Murray-Calloway
County Park from 9 a.m.to 1
Men of the First Baptist
p.m. or call Bruce • Church and other interested
Christensen or Jerry Bolls.
persons will have a prayer
breakfast at 7:30 a.m. at the
House
Back to School Dance for Colonial
grades 9 to 12 will be held Smorgasbord. Buffet cost
from 7 p.m. to 12 midnight at will be 44.
the Murray Country Club
Goshen United Methodist
with Jim and Molly Booth
and Tom and Diane Wagner Church will have a church
in charge.
wide picnic at 4 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Events at Land Between Park.
the Lakes will include
Wildlife of The Forest at 2
Events at Land Between
p.m. at Center Station and the Lakes will include To Cut
Summer Eve Party at 7 p.m. Or Not to Cut at 2 p.m. at
at The Homeplace-1850.
Center Station.
Greater Paducah Chapter,
Reception for the new
faculty at Murray State Parents Without Partners,
University has been schedul- will have a bowling activity
ed at the Pogue Library in- for the family at Mayfield.
stead 6f the University
Monday,Aug.24
Center at 7 p.m.
District 17 Unit of
Licensed Practical Nurses
YOGURT
Separation is natural for Association will meet at 7
yogurt as it sits in the p.m. in the classroom, third
refrigerator, awaiting use. floor, Murray-Calloway
Before serving, simply stir County Hospital, with Joan
the liquid gently into the Forming, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah,as speaker.
solid portion.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8 Sun. 2:00
Cheri 8 Cine
All Seats Si .50

7:05,9:05 + 2:00Sat.,Sun.

• '53 331 4
7:20,9:15 + 2:00Sat.,Sun.
*OWN earn* —
CHEVY CHASE
CAR** FISHEM

Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday
- at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today
with Carla Rexroat, chairman.
Late registration for Murray State University for the
fall term will be in the
University Center.
Adult Women's I Sunday
School Class of the Westside
Baptist Church will have a
salad supper at the home of
Sarah Crick at 7 p.m.

aoweIs Ow
Es
'
Aims,wimeira.
HAPIUSC•i FO*0

Dial
Of THE
;LOST ARK

h

•PAI•1001,1*1

7:15,9:30 + 2:00 Sat., Sun.

Olive Streets.

Experimental Aircraft
Association Chapter No. 734
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Paris-Henry Airport, Paris,
Tam.For information call 1901-642-3735.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Cadens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Parent Orientation of Murray Preschool Corporation
will be held at 7 p.m.

7:05,9:05+ 2:00 Sat., Sun.

Tuesday, Aug.26
Tau Ptu Lambda Sorority;
Woodmen of the World, will
meet at 7 p.m. at Granny's
Porch. Members note
change in place

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

the types of exercises you
should do as a daily program
to maintain good hack function.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
You can use situps to
strengthen the upper abdomen. They won't do _much
for the lower abdomen,
though. You need to do leg
lifts for
you do leg
lifts imptr epsee or have an
underlying back problem,
Dr. Thornas E. Gray, they can cause trouble. Bend
chairman of the Department your knees as you lift your
Graphic
Arts legs and then straighten
of
them so you don't jerk
Technology/Printing
straight legs off the floor.
Management at Murray Then you do need to do exerState University, has return- cises that straighten the
ed to the campus afteriatten- back by bending your back
ding the 56th annual IAterna- the opposite direction from
tional Graphic Arts Educa- a situp.
Bumps, grinds and good
tion Association conference posture are also important.
in Vincennes,Ind.
If more people used a reguGray served as president lar, sensible exercise proof the organization, which is gram for their trunk musheld each year on a college cles there would be a lot
campus, during its 1980-81 fewer back problems.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
year, and is a member of its desperate for an answer
board of directors.
relating to sex. My wife is 27
and we have been married
for 10 years and have three
kids. For the last four
months she has very little
sex desire or none at all. She
thinks it is a stage she is
going through. It's causing a
lot of fights between us. We
never fought like this before
and it is pulling us apart. I'm
Training School for "Dry27 also and hope to find an
ing and Using Dehydrated
answer soon. We have never
Foods" for foods leaders of
had this problem before.
By
Abigail
Van Buren
the Calloway County
Please help us.
DEAR READER — If
Homemakers Clubs will be
your story is correct, your
held at 10 a.m. at the County
wife should seek some pro-.
Extension Office.
fessional counseling. One
cause for a loss of interest in
Annual
membership
sex is a depression. Somemeeting of Southern States
DEAR ABBY: While my wife and I were vacationing in times it is the most obvious
Calloway Service will be Washington, D.C., we had dinner in the dining room of an sign. Also, your wife matrirre
held at 8 p.m. at the elegant hotel. After dinner, coffee was served, and since the tired if she is raising
Calloway County High tables were quite close together I told my wife that we had small youngsters. Or there
better ask the couple sitting at the table next to us if they may be other psychological
School.
objected to our smoking.(My wife and I both smoke.)When I factors at work, including
asked, the gentleman very graciously thanked me for resenting finding herself so
tied down with a family.
asking and paid they would appreciate it if we didn't smoke.
If she seeks such help
Within two minutes, my wife lit a cigarette! I politely may turn out that there is it
a
PADUCAH PATIENT
reminded her that we had agreed not to smoke, but she went
problem
Annie Sanderson of Mur- right on smoking and said, "They wouldn't have plat more basic
between the two of you and
ray has been dismissed from ashtrays on the table if they didn't expect people to smoke." then you may need a marfound
I
table,
left
our waiter, paid him and didn't riage counselor. When the
the
the Western
Baptist
return. Consequently I caught h---from my wife, who said I basic relationship between a
Hospital,Paducah.
was rude for leaving her alone at the table. Please couple is disturbed, you
straighten one of us out.
can't expect a sexual relaJ.C. IN BERKELEY tionship to flourish, and your
wife can't expect you to
DEAR J.C.: I think you both need straightening want to live without sex just
out! Your wife's behavior was rude and childish, but because she is not interestthe punishment you chose in retaliation was inappro- ed.
priate. Better to have apologized to your neighbors
for your wife's rudeness.
You'd have probably caught h--- for it, but the face
Group C of the Ladies TenDEAN GIRL
nis of the Murray Country with the egg on it would have been your wife's.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Club will play on Tuesday,
Dean of Route 2, Paris,
Aug. 25, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Term., are the parents of a
club.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are now retired and baby girl, April Dawn,
The lineup is as follows:
travel a great deal. We always bring back some inexpensive weighing six pounds seven
Court One — Margarita but interesting souvenirs as gifts for out friends. Our ounces, born on
Frida, Aug.
Marsden, Cathy Mattis, Jan parents, now long-deceased, always did it, and we have 7, at the
Murray-Caloway
Wilson, and Annette Alex- inherited their example.
Our question: Has this custom gone out of style'? Last County Hospital.
ander.
The mother is the former
good friends returned from the Middle East and
week,
Court Two — Deanna
Sherry
Youngblood.
invited
us
show
over to
us a wonderful assortment of curios
Parker, Renee Wynn, Leisa
and trinkets from boutiques where they obviously spent Maternal grandparents
Faughn,and Ann Uddberg.
hours shopping. All their souvenirs were for themselves are Mrs. Jack Youngblood
Court Three — Cathy only. Not one little memento for us!
and the late Mr. Youngblood.
Young, Carol Waller, Sue
Last evening, a couple with whom we have been very Paternal grandparents are
McCoart,and Janice Howe. friendly for over 50 years returned from a trip around the Allen Dean, Paris,
Tenn.,
world with a wonderful collection of souvenirs that they
and Mrs. Betty Dean Boyd,
proudly showed us. Not a single package for either of us!
Of Interest To
Abby, my husband and I have never failed to remember Illinois.
our friends with token gifts purchased in foreign lands. We
are hurt and amazed at their lack of reciprocity. Or is
bringing'back gifts from trips a thing of the past?
DISAPPOINTED
sitting The abdominal muscles tend to be most relaxed
then and the support to the
back is the least in that
posture. By contrast, when
you are standing your stomach muscles are apt to be a
bit tighter and provide some
support
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 13-10,
Backache and What to Do
About It, which describes

Dr. Gray
At Meeting

DallL)

Thank You for Not
Smoking
or Pouting

THE ACES*IRA
"If a man take no thought
about what is distant, he
will find sorrow near at
hand • — Confucius

Senior
Citizens

Nutrition Menus
For Week Listed

SOMETHING
FUNNY IS
HAPPENING ON
THIS FREEWAY
GET OFF ON IT!

G. CORN,JR.

NORTH
S-22-A
•- - - VII 7 5 4
•sKJII 9 42
•.1 5
WEST
•K Q10 7 5 4 1

EAST
•A 9 6
•Q 10 9 3
•8 3
•A K Q 6

•2

Declarer has to think of
the future if he wants to
land today's doubled game.
Taking a winning finesse
does not end the issue: there
remains the problem of
assuring 10 tricks
East-West have an easy
four spade game, however.
North's effective jump left
East no space and he chose
to double instead of pushing
on in spades.
Declarer ruffed the first
spade in dummy and took a
first round trump finesse
alerted by East's tremoring
double. What should declarer play next?
If declarer continues with
another high heart, he will
lose his doubled game.
West's discard reveals the
bad break (as if the bidding
didn't!) and now there is no
hope. Declarer can ruff one
more spade in dummy and
ends up with only eight
tricks.
Rick Bobrow of Austin,
Texas, found the winning
line to score his doubled
game. After the trump
finesse won at trick two, he
led a low heart instead of a
high one to give East an early trump trick together with
a bad headache.
East could now cash two
clubs and force dummy to
ruff another spade, however, Bobrow's queen of diamonds provided the vital
entry to draw East's trumps

•6 5
•9 83

SOUTH
•J 8 3
VAK.16
•Q 7
•10 7 4 2
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer. West The bidding
West
Pass
i•

North East
Pass
4111Dt

Opening lead

South
111,

All
pass

i. I

Spade king

and the double game swing
became history.

area
Gro
met
ban
real
Rid
the
ts ti
ict

Bid with Corn
South holds

8-22-B

•K Q10 7 5 4:
•2

•6 5
•s 83

Smith

ANSWER: Three spades. A
typical preempt A long suit
with little defensive
strength and little support
for any other suit.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply
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Dr. Walter Jones
Announces

t

T.ouis
:first
yegl
c
tegio

the closing of
his practice of
Ophthalmology
in Murray
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August 31st, 1981.
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Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
The menus for the NutriSenior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at tion Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels were
Douglas at 12 noon.
Lot e Show Tonite I I 40
released today for the week
Adult Entertainment
Dexter Senior Citizens will of Aug.24 to 28.
18 or over only
Meals are served at 12
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexnoon at Douglas Center and
ter Center.
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12noon on TuesOpen 7:30—Start8:
day and Thursday at the
Ellis Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
BEAU BRIDGES
Monday — meat loaf,
HUME CRONYN
green beans, hominy with
cheese sauce, hot roll, butter, apple sauce, raisins,
milk,coffee or tea.
Tuesday — roast beef,
mashed potatoes, peas and
baby carrots, hot roll, butter, orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wedsesday — steak
fingers, baked beans, cole
slaw, two slices of bread,
A UNIVERSAL
butter, prune cake, stewed
PICTURE
prunes, milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — chicken kish,
Plus This 2nd Nit At 9:45 Only
green pea salad, sweet
potatoes, hot roll, butter, diced pears, milk,coffee or tea.
41,D
Friday — sweet and sour
chicken, mixed vegetables,
tomato wedges, rice, hot
roll, butter, banana, milk,
A UNIVERSAL PaCTURE
coffee or tea.

eiNDIT fl

Preventing back problems

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 24-year-old male I am in
Murray Lions Club will good health and gotx1 condimeet at 6:30 p.m, at the Col- tion. I strained my back a
few days ago by overdoing it
onial House Smorgasbord.
with weights. I have never
had back problems and don't
Alcoholics Anonymous will want any now. My back feels
meet at 8 p.m. at the west fine now I just took it easy
end of the Livestock and Ex- for a couple of days. Please
tell me some exercises for
position Center.
my back to strengthen and
make it more limber. I know
Parents anonymouse will I should lift with
my legs. Is
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- there a better way? I want
mation call 759-1087 or 753- to take care now so I won't
have back problems later, I
6917.
hope.
E
tAR
READER — I am
Murray TOPS (take off
glad to see that you underwill
Club
pounds sensibly)
stand that prevention is the
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health key to future health. I just
Center.
wish more people realized it
and would do something
Group D of the Beginning about it.
Lifting with your legs
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
instead of your back is the
Country Club will play from proper way,
but you need to
6 to8 p.m. at the club.
do exercises to strengthen
the muscles in your back and
Murray Senior Citizens in your abdomen. Strong
will meet from 10 a.m. to 3 abdominal support helps to
p.m. at the Ellis Center with brace the back. The muscles
are contracted against the
lunch at 12 noon. For abdominal
contents and
transportation call 753-0929 form a column of support.
between 8:30 and 9a.m.
Sitting is the worst thing
in the world for the back and
Murray-Calloway County our society has a lot of peoBaseball Association will ple in it who do a lot of
meet at 7 p.m. in the
cafeteria at Calloway County High School. League
presidents will be elected
and all persons interested in
the 1982 season are urged to
attend.

Tuesday, Aug. 25

OKEY
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Lodges & Tiers

Tennis Group C
Plans For Play
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health Tuesday
. • Morning
Center, North Seventh and
Adult Great Books Discussion Group is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.

7:00 9:15 +- 2:00 Sat.. Sun.
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DEAR DISAPPOINTED: No. That charming and
thoughtful practice still flourishes among the generous, sensitive and well-bred.
• at

DEAR ABBY: Recently someone wrote to you stating that
an alien had married a U.S. citizen in order to obtain
permanent resident status in the U.S. Such action by a
foreign national is, in fact, a violation of the U.S. criminal
and immigration laws.
Aliens should be informed that fraudulent marriages
cannot be used as a basis for obtaining immigration
- benefits, but rather will result in deportation from the
United States forever.
DAN D. DANILOV, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
•
SEATTLE, WASH.
DEAR MR. DANILOV: Thank you for the official
kiss of death on phony marriages between aliens who
marry U.S. citizens in order to obtain immigration
benefits. But when one says,"I love you," when in
fact it's the immigration benefits he/she loves,
who's to know ... unless the alien confesses, which is
highly unlikely?
•••

DEAR ABBY: I went with a married man for 14 years and
I never looked at another man in all that time.
His wife died after a very short illness and I thought for
sure he would marry me, but do you know what happened?.
He married a young girl he had known only three months!
I asked him why he didn't marry me, and he said he could
never respect a woman who went with a married man for 14
years.
KICKING MYSELF IN WINNETKA
DEAR KICKING: This should be a lesson to women
who date married men.
•

•••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd..
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
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Friday Sept.4 at

7:30 p.m.

"Johnny Paycheck"
And His

"West Texas Music Co."
With Grand Ole()pry Star

"Stonewall Jackson"
and

"The Minute Men"
Pius
Paducah's Own P. Long Band
At West,Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Rd. Murray,K.
Tickets
$10.00114.ach or
Call 502-753-8890
or Stop By
Granny's.Porch
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Muney Business News Briefs

•

SCORE Representatives Keeping Busy

NEW OWNERSHIP — Charles D. Richardson (center) congratulates Paul Moore,
area supervisor for Minit Mart Foods Inc., on the purchase of Archway One Stop
Grocery, located on U.S. 641 North. The transaction was one of the largest commercial moves made in recent months in Murray and Calloway County. It was
handled by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. Chuck Woods (right), Century 21
realtor, represented the principals. Also shown are Loretta Jobs (left) and Pat
Richardson (behind her husband). The new owners already have redecorated
the interior of the building and plan to further expand services and food produc\,ts to measure up to the standards of Minit Mart stores throughout the area.
hardson has opened a firm on the square in Mayfield called "Musk and
tves."

S uthem Optical Opens
Store In Olympic Plaza
Southern Optical, which
provides all types of
.prescription eyewear, in:eluding sunglasses, sports
frames, contact lenses and
accessories, has opened a
store at 641 N. Olympic
'Plaza in Murray.
. Though it's new in Mur.tay, Southern Optical is a
Kentucky company that
dates back to 1897, when the
first location opened in
:f.ouisville. It was that city's
first facility for grinding
liyeglass lenses. And in 1945,
.the company also gave the
'region its first contact lens
Office.

Southern Optical operates
its own laboratory in
Louisville for grinding
plastic and glass lenses and
contact lenses. Because it
exercises full control over
quality, it can make certain
that all prescription lenses
are ground to its exceptionally strict standards.
Many lenses, precisionground in the Louisville lab
to fill the most commonly
needed prescriptions, will be
stocked at the Murray location. Its lab can then edge
them and furnish customers
with completed eyewear the
same day frames are

"I like to cut grass and
play golf, and if it weren't
satisfying, I wouldn't be involved," said Clayton Vanetti of Louisville, one of about
100 volunteers who works
with the Service Corps of
Retired Executives in Kentucky.
Vanetti, a retired
homebuilder and land
developer, toils alongside
retired bankers, accountants, grocers and others
who use the experience gained in their own careers to
help entrepreneurs looking
for a niche in the
marketplace or ways to increase sales or cut costs in
their existing businesses.
And these volunteers, working through chapters in
Louisville, Lexington, Covington, Bowling Green,
Paducah, Owensboro and
Beaver Dam, keeps mighty
busy.
In the first two quarters of
1981, the seven chapters
combined to make 763
counseling contacts with
aspiring or current businesspersons seeking information

(AP) —
Raises received by
American workers melted to
less than nothing under the
heat of inflation last year,
with families'"real" income
disappearing faster than in
at least a quarter-century,
the government says.
"Real," or inflationadjusted,income fell 5.5 percent in 1980, the biggest drop
the government has recordsince it began compiling
h figures in 1947, the Cen-

;

sus Bureau reported
Thursday.
Real income had remained
virtually unchanged in 1979
and hadn't dropped by any
significant amount since the
4 percent and 2.6 percent
declines of 1974 and 1975.
The spring 1980 recession
also contributed to last
year's negative record,
holding income gains to 7.3
percent — about $21,020 annual income for a median
family,the report said.

bfficers Assume Duties
; At a recent meeting of the
'Murray of Life Underwriters, several new officers
assumed their duties for the
upcoming year.
They include Jesse Arnold,
kontucky Central Life Inpurance, president; Hugh
parksdale, Barksdale and
polls Insurance, presidentelect; and Jane Rogers,

Active members include
State Farm Insurance,
Joe B. Adams, Arnold,
secretary-treasurer.
Barksdale, Wayne Bennett,
Membership in the local Jerry Bolls, Ray Broach,
organization automatically Rose Gregory, David King,
qualifies individuals for Adele Kupchella, Robert
membership of the Kentucky Lough, Bob Nanney, John
Association of Life Under- Roberts, Rogers, David
writers and the National Travis, Max Underwood,
Association Of Life Under- James D. Willoughby and
Randy Wright.
writers.
•011110INNIF

GO RACERS!
FREE WASH
With Any Fill-Up
And This Ad
Or A M.S.U.
Student I.D.
Just Our Way To Kick-Off
The New Season

Special Good Thru Next Saturday

,,
4

AMOCO CAR
WASH

753-1331
11102 abestmort Moray,Ky.
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25 ACE, or Active Corps of
Executives, members who
have elected to work with
them without charge.
Wetzel said the owner of
an ornamental iron works
business was losing $40,000 a
year when she appealed to
SCORE for some guidance.
After counselors convinced
the womarf she must fire an
estimator and upgrade her
bookkeeping, the business
experienced a complete
about-face and made $40,000
the next year.
Clarke Cornell, chairman
of the Lexington chapter,
said his counselors dealt
with the operator of an infants
and children's
clothing store, who was
given means of improving
merchandising techniques
and streamlining bookkeeping and accounting systems.
"The owner knows where
she's going now," Cornell
said.
In another instance, the
Lexington chapter suggested
that a manufacturer bent on
expansion begin a second
shift of operation while obtaining financing. The result

was greater productivity,
Cornell said.
The U.S. Small Business
Administration, which sponsors SCORE, wants to expand the program to additional Kentucky locations,
but a recent cutback in funding for mileage reimbursement
discourages
those prospects, according
to Norm Kirkwood, head of
management
SBA's
assistance division in
Louisville. Ashland and
Somerset are among the
areas being considered for
chapter locations, Kirkwood.
"We take an awful lot of
work off the hands of the
SBA," according to Gerald
Tyrell, SCORE's district
representative in Kentucky
and a retired Louisville
retailer. "As retired

businesspersons, we inject
the business knowhow and
experience that the civil servant doesn't have."
Small business persons
who wish more information
about obtaining help from a
SCORE volunteer should
contact the chapter in their
area or the Louisville SBA
office.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was down.
Leading gainers: Capital
Holding (NYSE ), to 2114
from 1978; Sperti Drug
(OTC), to 34 from 278;
Texas Gas Transmission
(NYSE), to 404.2 from 3734.
Largest losses: Chi Chi's
(OTC), to 2178 from 2334;
Citizens Fidelity (OTC', to
18v2 from 19%.

B •
usiness Tax Cuts Change

selected.
new store is Southern
Optical's 28th, with the
others located through Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
It's open Monday through
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Associated Press Writer
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
1 p.m. The telephone number
Tantalizing new tax incenis 753-0422.
tives for executives to put
The manager of the new more money into their
store is Nellie Lewis, a businesses are being hailed
licensed optician who's been as a way of stimulating inpart of the optical profession vestment, economic growth
for over eight years. She and and employment.
At the heart of the business
her husband, Larry, recently
cuts fashioned by the
tax
moved from Memphis. They
Reagan administration are
have three children.
accelerated depreciation for
plant and equipment.
The hope is that the
quicker write-offs will encourage reinvestments in
new, more productive
Then inflation — pegged at machinery and other assets
13.5 percent for the terms of and thereby boost the nainvestment
this survey — more than tion's corporate
economic
overall
and
wiped out what gains were
growth.
made.
Business spokesmen love
"These adverse conditions
harmed all Americans but the new package.
"It will be extraordinarily
had especially harsh conbeneficial,"
says Richard
sequences for the working
and
vice
president
Rahn,
poor, who are among those
U.S.
economist
of
the
chief
most vulnerable to
recession -induced Chamber of Commerce.
"I think this bill will be of
unemployment," Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige great importance to all kinds
of businesses," says Jack
said.
Albertine, president of the
American Business Conference. "Business got 99
percent of what it possibly

Inflation Eats Income Rise
'WASHINGTON

on financing, management
and othr matters.
SCORE representatives
often tackle the delicate job
of-deterring an entrepreneur
from making what might
become the costly error of
going into business.
"You might have a meatcutter who thinks he can be a
butcher and, at the same
time, doesn't stop to think
that rent alone may cost him
$650 a month," said Walter
Wetzel, a retired production
manager for a steel company who serves as chairman of the Covington
chapter. "Some people don't
research all of the
possibilities."
The Covington chapter
with 10 counselors serves an
eight-county northern Kentucky area. Sometimes the
chapter calls upon the expertise of the 43-member Cincinnati SCORE chapter.
Giving sound advice,
resulting in more successfully run businesses, produces
a measure of satisfaction for
SCORE representatives in
Kentucky and the estimated

could have hoped for; it got
125 percent. of what it
thought it would get."
In addition to quicker
depreciation, other changes
in the new tax plan include
an easing of leasing rules,
restoration of favorable tax
treatment for executive
stock options and permitting
trucking companies to write
off investments in operating
rights, the value of which
has declined due to deregulation.
It also provides a 25 percent tax credit for some
spending on research and
development, raises the tax
credits for rehabilitation of
older buildings and expands
tax credits for hiring lowincome workers.
The legislation would
reduce the flow of business
revenues to the government
by an estimated $152.8 billion
between now and 1986.
The new depreciation
system, generally retroactively to Jan. 1, provides four
periods for recovering the
cost of an asset:
—Three years for cars,
light-duty trucks, research
and development equipment, racehorses more than
2 years old and other horses

Steve Story Appointe
Bank Vice President
Steve Story has been named vice president - Association Services in the Field
Operations Division of The
Federal Land Bank of
Louisville, effective Aug. 31.
According to Land Bank
Senior Vice President, Allan
J. Everist, Story will be
responsible for coordination
of activities of the Bank's
regional and departmental
staffs to provide support to
the 64 Federal Land Bank
Associations (FIBAs) in the
Credit
Fourth Farm
District.
He also will be responsible
for maintaining a program
for monitoring and
Association
evaluating
operations as well as Bank
with
communications
Association boards and
presidents. Story succeeds
Tom Kabrich, who recently
was named president for the
FLBA of Winamac,Indiana.
Story's Land Bank career
began in June 1973 as field
assistant for the FIBA of
Mayfield, Kentucky. In 1976,
he was promoted to assistant
manager and in March 1979,
was named president of the
association. A position he
held until being named 1,and
Bank vice president.
Prior to joining the Land
Bank, he was employed as
area representative, a g
chemicals salesman for

over 12 years old, and other
short-lived personal property;
—Five years for most
other equipment except
long-lived public utility property;
—10 years for certain
public utility property,
theme and amusement park
structures, railroad tank
cars, mobile homes and certain coal-burning equipment;
—15 years for longer-lived
public utility property.
Optional longer depreciation periods would be allowed under a flexibility provision of the new system.
For investments in the
three-year category, the
legislation permits a 6 percent investment tax credit in
the year the asset is put in
use. That figure would rise to
10 percent for qualifying property under the other
classes.
The legislation also
liberalizes rules on tax
benefits from equipment
lease agreements. The aim
is to have some of the
enhanced tax benefits
available to the owner passed on as lower payments to
the renter.
Among other changes that
would benefit businesses:
—The tax credit available
to employers who hire certain low-income individuals
will be continued and expanded. It includes recipients of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children,
registrants in the Work Incentive program and those
laid off from public service
jobs financed by the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act.

mt•

1

:
Cypress Agro Industries in
St. Louis.
A Murray native, Story
graduated from Murray
State
University with
bachelor's degrees in
business, journalism and
agriculture. He currently
holds the rank of captain in
the U.S. Army Reserve.
The son of Raymond and
Justine Story of Route .4,
Murray, he is married to the
former layeetta Ann Erwin,
also of Murray. They are the
parents of two daughters.
Mrs. Story is the daughter of
Udell and Dorothy Erwin of
Route 4, Murray

Kentucky Paradise, SOO
Maple St., features a wide
variety of handmade gifts by
local crafters.
Store hours are 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 Monday
through Friday and 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. Sunday. The phone
number is 753-4895.
The store carries a huge
selection of cross-stitch,
macrame,
needlepoint,
crochet and hand-made
items; quilts; pillows;
afghans; dolls and doll

. ••

safety-mindeilil
clothes;
wooden and stuffed toys; :
St a in e d g lass a
ceramics; flower at:
rangements and combs; oiaet:.!
of-a-kind dolls for the Die:::
Creek Collection;
painted, wood, leather and.
novelty gifts; colorful gull:et
and other handmade baby
gifts; and hard-to-find tatted
'
items.
A baby contest will be held
in September with several
gifts going to the winner.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

it 0 •

Steve Story

Handmade Items At
Kentucky Paradise

a4W)

E!

i' D •

PARADISE — Kentucky Paradise, 500 Maple St
features a wide variety of handmade gifts by local
crafters. Store hours are 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
to 5 Monday through Friday and 9 a.m. to 1
Sunday. The phone number is 753-4895.

Congratulations
to
Minit Mart Foods inc.
Southern Optical
Jessie Arnold
Hugh Bilrksdale
Jane Rodges
Steve Story
'EN
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Today In Ifistory.
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 22, the
234th day of 1981. There are L31 days
left in the year.
.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 22, 1435, King Richard III of
England was killed at the Battle of
Bosworth, ending the War of the
Roses.
On this date:
In 1788, Britain founded a settlement in Sierra Leone, Africa, as an
asylum for slaves.
In 1968, Pope Paul VI arrived in
Bogota, Colombia, on the first papal
visit to Latin America.
In 1972, Rhodesia was asked to
withdraw from 20th Olympic Summer
Games because of its racial policies.
And in 1977, France said it had
received information that South
Africa, despite its denials, was
preparing an atomic test explosion.
Five years ago: North Korean
President Kim il-Sung termed as
"regretful" the killing of two U.S.
military officers in the demilitarized
zone four days earlier.
One year ago: The Labor Department reported that consumer prices
had not risen during in july — the first
month without an increase in 13 years.
Today's brithdays: Heart surgeon
Denton Cooley is 61 years old.
Baseball star Carl Yastrzemski is 42.
Thought for today: Enough is
enough and too much spoils. — Italian
proverb.

Editorial

Sobering
Reality
The lower wages and higher the solution to the export of
productivity of Japanese auto- American jobs. Labor, in this
workers accounts for a major case the United Auto Workers,
share of the average $600 differ- must be willing to share in the
ential between comparable Jap- cost-cutting essential to meet
anese and American cars.'
foreign competition or face the
So, with Japanese imports certainty of fewer jobs in'
continuing to command a full 25 shrinking domestic industries.
percent of the American market That won't require American
while domestic automakers autoworkers — currently the
struggle to earn even modest best paid of any in the world —
profits, moves to produce Amer- to settle for the wage rates preican cars overseas were proba- vailing in Tokyo or in
•
bly inevitable.
Hamamatsu, where the GMRecently, General Motors an- Suzuki mini-car will probably
nounced plans to design and be built. But it will mean that
build a subcompact mini-car in the UAW must persuade its 10 Years Ago
a joint venture with Japan's members of some sobering ece
Suzuki Motor Co. The new sub- nomic realities.
Fire damaged the back part of the
compact, which may get up to As Chrysler Chairman Lee Murray Hatchery on Aug. 20.
60 miles per gallon, is likely to Iacocca put it last year in urg- Navy Petty Officer
Second Class
be built in Japan for sale there ing the UAW to accept a renego- Ruben D. Liley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and in the United States.
tiated contract, "We have thou- R. D. Liley of Murray Route 5, was
If the venture succeeds, it will sands of jobs at $18 an hour. We awarded a letter of commendation for
outstanding service while serving
offer American consumers un- have no jobs at 620 an hour."
surpassed value and provide Chronic absenteeism and. with the Helicopter Combat Support
ur,N the
j. Naval Air StaGeneral Motors with a needed shoddy workmanship have pla- SquadronehFour
tion,
infusion of black ink.
gued domestic autornakers for
reported include Mrs. Rufus
But where would this leave years. Labor's help in reducing
domestic autoworkers in an in- both would represent the kind 20 Years Ago
dustry that has already fur- off cooperation that might keep
Wheat producers eligible to vote in
loughed nearly a quarter of its the GM-Suzuki venture from
work force?
triggering a trend that no Amer- the 1962 wheat marketing quota
referendum on Aug. 24 may cast their
The answer is as obvious as ican should welcome.

Looking Back

Washington Today

Calm Between Storms

ballots at the polling place designated
in the community the voter resides,
according to H. B. Fulton, chairman
of the Calloway Agricultural Stablization and Conservation Service.
The Regional Library at Murray
will soon receive the pictorial news

(Mary) York, 71, Mrs. Laura Newton
Hooks, 89, Mrs. Hattie McHood Martin, 80,and Scott Turner,29.

Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Ell, Aug. 10, a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Roy Scott, Jr., Aug.12,a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morton,

Aug. 13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Manning, Aug. 11, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thorn, Aug. 19, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Murray,
Aug. 17,a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Stanley
King, Aug. 18, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Ballard, Aug. 19.
Vernon Marcoullier won the Oaks
Country Club Invitational Golf Tournament. He is a senior member of the
Murray State University Golf Team
from Oxon Hill, Md.

map of the week series from the Kentacky Library Extension Division at
Frankfort.
Miss Judith Ann Grogan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Grogan, was
married to Jerry Blain Wallace, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Walace, on July
30 at the First Baptist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Robert Jameson, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ruba Thomas, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Paschall, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Miler Ferguson, and a girl
to Mr.and Mrs. John Nimmo.
Everett Otis Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Jones, Murray, has
returned home after two weeks of
junior leadership training at the Philmont Ranch,Cimarron, New Mexico.

A feature story on Dr. William J.
Colburn, formerly of Murray, now
mayor of Calvert City, is published today.

30 Years Ago
An AP News Analysis
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press.Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The calm
between the storms over Social
Security has settled on the nation's
capital.
President Reagan is chopping wood
at his ranch in California. Health and
Human Services Secretary Richard S.
Schweiker, who is in charge of the
troubled program, is at the beach in
Ocean City, N.J. Rep. J.J. Pickle, DTexas, leader of the House effort to
seek a bipartisan remedy, is on a
trade mission to China.
After weeks and months of debate
and headlines about Social Security's
sagging finances, it is no wonder they
are taking a respite.
But the issue will be right back on
the congressional burner this fall.
While Reagan was winning his
budget and tax cuts this summer, both
the Republican-run Senate and the
Democrat-dominated House were
balking at his Social Security cuts
unveiled May 12.
Last month, when the Democrats
were making political hay over
elimination of the $122-a-month
minimum benefit that goes to 3
million people, Reagan appeared
ready to go on the warpath.
But Republican leaders in Congress
dissuaded him from talking at length
about Social Security in his televised
address to the nation about the tax
cut. Reagan said only that the elderly

had been "needlessly frightened,"
and he assured them their benefits
would keep coming. He promised to
say more later.
But now word comes from White
House aides in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
that the Social Security speech has
been scratched.
Democrats,desperate for a political
victory,are convinced Social Security
is Reagan's weak spot. He has stubbed his toe on it more than once, starting with his 1964 campaign speech for
Barry Goldwater in which he dallied
with the idea of making it voluntary.
Many Democrats will be sorely
tempted to seek a Social Security solution that inflicts the least amount of
damage on the body politic and the
maximum amount of harm on
Reagan.
The political danger for the
Democrats is that if they resist
benefit cuts, and the system takes a
turn for the worse, the Republicans
will be able to blame them for thwarting Reagan's efforts to save it.
Or if in lieu of cutting benefits, the
Democrats seek to revive the system
with general revenues, they may lose
more friends among the tax-paying
public than they gain among the 36
million Social Security beneficiaries.
Congress has had second thoughts
about Reagan's plan to eliminate the
minimum benefit, and Reagan
already has given his blessings to
some effort to cushion those who need
it most.

Business Mirror

`Staring-At-The-Wall' Time
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

The Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross has raised its
Flood Relief Fund and a check has
been forwarded by Dewey Ragsdale,
treasurer of the chapter, according to
Mrs. Mary Pace,executive secretary.
Mrs. Brooks Cross of Murray will
attend the National Convocation of
Methodist Youth at Purdue University, Lafayette,Ind., Aug.27 to 31.

The Calloway County Fair will be
held Oct. 1 to 3 at the A. G. Outland
and Company building and the Jack
Farmer building. Fair officers and
superintendents include Ray Treon,
A. Carman, Rachel Rowland, Mrs.
Hansforcfporon, W. H. Brooks, W. G.
Swann, Hugh Gingles, J. H. Walston,
Rudy Hendon, Raymond Story, Carman Parks,and Hugh Melugin.
Deaths reported this week include
Goebel McClain, Charles Edward
Douglas, 62, Samuel B. Gardner, 86,
Johnnie Pat Boyd, 14, Mrs. John
Broach, Paul Thurman, 17, A. I. Covington, 71, John Bell Sheridan, 71,
Mrs. Mary Caroline Bolen, 103, and
Mrs. Margie E. Bynum.
Plans for the annual Labor Day picnic at Pine Bluff are being completed,
according to Lowell Steele.
Robert G. Buchanan has been promoted to the rank of corporal while
serving with the Army at Base Camp,
Reeves, La.
Marriages announced this week inchide Miss B.K. Stokes to Charles C.
Ray, and Miss Irene Morgan to Will
Esker Ray,both on Aug.7.

In Season
By Ken Wolf
Noah Webster (1758-1843) is often
considered to be one of the heroes of
American nationalism. His famous
dictionary helped Americans become
culturally independent of England.
Interestingly enough, Webster had
a religious conversion experience in
1808 and after this time was most
skeptical of the virtues of democracy.
Even as early as 1800, in a letter to a
friend, Noah expressed some doubts
about suffrage that some folks today
might share:
It would be better for the people,
they would be more free and happy, if all were deprived of the
right of suffrage until they were
45 years of age,and if no man was
eligible to an important office until he is 58, that is, if all the power
of government were vested in our
old men, who have lost their ambition chiefly and have learnt
wisdom by experience.
Perhaps after Noah himself turned
50, he may have had second thoughts
about the wisdom of the "over 50"
generation.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

40 Years Ago

History Of Graves County
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Herndon,
Aug. 16, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euin
Bizzle, Aug. 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
T. L. Askew, Aug. 15,a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Boggess, Aug. 18, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Taylor, Aug. 15, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. L. W.Tease, Aug.
14, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Thomas, Aug. 14.
New and fresh deposits of books
have been placed in the community
library centers of Calloway County
this week, according to Nina
McGwegen, regional librarian at
Murray State College.
John Clarence Padgett, Hardin, one
of Kentucky's all-state basketball
players, has been selected to play in
the Kentucky-Indiana game at Indianapolis, Ind. He left Aug. 17 for
practice at Bowling Green.
Chosen as members of the Murray
All-Star Softball Team by spectators
completing ballots were Buchanan,
Miller, Hollowell, West, Veal, Waggoner, Hall, Kingston, Trotter, Jeffrey, Jones,Thomas, Kuykendall, and
Giles.

50 Years Ago

wandering through real estate offices
Almost 400 farmers attended the
with desire in their eyes, but without meeting for the organization of a
money in their account. Since April, it marketing tobacco group held Aug. 15
NEW YORK (AP)— If you're a real says, "traffic has held up better than
at the courtroom of the Calloway
estate agent or a new-car salesman sales," with some buyers coming
County Court House.
you are now experiencing the reces- back "two, three and four times
Deaths reported this week include
sion that grips areas of the economy.
before they give up."
Mrs. Maggie Myers, Thomas
While official statistics haven't yet
Bad that is, there's the suspicion
Ethridge, and Juanita Sue Stewart,
established the existence of a general that things might be even worse than
three months.
recession, nor indicated convincingly is officially recognized. Some people
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
that one might come, real estate and don't give up after the fourth visit to
Beach on North Fifth Street and pracautos are in a deep rut. It's staring-at- the sales office. They buy. And
then
tically all of its contents were
the-wall time.
they cancel.
destroyed by fire on Aug. 16.
Sales of domestic autombiles in Ju"Cancellations of would-be buyers
Plans are under way by the
ly came in at an annual rate of only 5.9 are heavy to the point where the Cen- Calloway County Post of the
million unite, or several hundred thou- sus Bureau surveys of one-family
American Legion for an immense
sand below autornaker hopes. Dealers tract houses sold (which are based on
Labor-Day celebration on the Murray
say lookers outnumber buyers.
deposits taken) are distorted," says State College Field.
Sales of existing single-family Advance Mortgage.
A carload of powdered skim milk,
homes in June were at an annual rate
It expresses the opinion that instead
destined for France, left the plant of
of only 2.65 million shares, and new- of a June sales rate of 408,000, "the
the Murray Milk Products Company
home sales were at a rate just over correct rate was closer to 300,000 and
on Aug. 15 for New York where it will
400,000. Together, that's 2 million the standing inventory.(completed,
be placed aboard ship. The carload
fewer than a few years ago.
unsold) nearer six months than the . contained 40,000 pounds, accorting_to
But those figures, bad as they are, Urea months reported."
1"
G. B.Scott, plant Tanager.
don't tell the whole sad stT t. says iYTh short, business'is terrible in autos
Murray State College will , have
U.S. Housing Markets, a quarterly and housing, and so long as interest
graduation for 62 seniors on Aug. flat
airvey published by Advance Mor- rates remain high they aren't likely to
the
close of the summer term to end
tgage Corp., a large mortgage get very
much better. That, it seems, Its eighth year as a college.
banker.
Is close to the consensus of economic
Marriages announced this week inlets of people, it suggests, are forecasters.
clude Elvie McDaniel to Owen Bill-

e

Ty Holland announed today at the
The Murray Fire Department made
a practice run yesterday in coopera- asphalt tennis courts at the Murray
tion with the Murray Manufacturing City Park are now ready for used.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Company Fire Brigade, according to
"The Groom Wore Spurs" starring
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer.
Ginger Robers and Jack Carson.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Starks, Aug. 19, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Beale,
Aug. 19.

Thoughts

ington, Olalia Chnsman to Herbert
Underwood, and Hide Hodges to
Oscar Street.
Births reported this week include a
girl to the Rev. and Mrs. Hayden
Gream, Aug. 16, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Jones, Aug. 15.
Summer graduates of the Murray
Training School are Frances Parker,
H. B. Bailey, Jr., Joseph W. English,
Talmage Winchester, Clines W.
Pomeroy,and Burt Burkhardt.
With the construction of the million
dollar bridge across the Tennessee
river at Eggner's Ferry,the Purchase
part of Kentucky will no longer be
isolated from the famous Bluegrass
section of the state.
Goodyear tires are listed as selling
for $5.69 each in the ad for E. J. Beale
Motor Company this week.

Bible Thought
The Lord wiriest aiWilia bled
of the righteous to fiaallet Ulf he
caste* away the Nollatumai
the
wicked. Proverbs 11:3.
In other words, you can't take it
with you'

Graves County is the largest of the
Jackson Purchase counties, being 30
miles long, 18 miles wide, and covering an area of 540 square miles. Its
main tributary is Mayfield Creek,
which was named for one of the
earliest settlers of the county, a Mr.
Mayfield, who drowned in the creek
about 1820.
Its boundaries are McCracken
County on the north, Marshall and
Calloway Counties on the east, the
state of Tennessee on the south, and
Hickman and Ballard Counties on the
west.
Graves County is more agricultural
than other counties of the Jackson
Purchase, having less hills and rocks,
and consequently being more suited to
fanning. In the early days, before
1850, there were very few trees to be
found there; in fact, what trees are
now in existence are the result of
pioneer planting. It would appehr that
Graves County in its early days much
resembled the open prairie, covered
mostly with tall, waving grasses.
The county was named for Major
Benjamin Graves,a native of Virginia
who emigrated to Kentucky when
young. The first settlements in the
county were made by Michael Esker
and William Armstrong in the Lynnville precinct about 1820. They had
come from Trigg County.
Other early settlers were Peyton
and Peter Washam, Ulysses Dodge,
Campbell Duncan, Moses Oliver,
John and James Byrd, Amos
Chambers,and others.
The county's boundaries were approved by the state General Assembly
In December 1821 and it officially
became Graves County in December,
1823. Before then, Graves County had
been part of Livingston and Caldwell
Counties.
During the Civil War, Graves County considered itself neutral ground,
even though many of the inhabitants
had definite Confederate sympathies.
Due to Federal occupation, there was
little active organization of troops for
the Southern cause, although at
various times, nine different companigi left the county for battle in
otherplacts. Graves County. did not
have any major skirmishes within its
boundaries, but was the scene,
however, of much guerilla activity. In

1864, the courthouse at Mayfield was
burned, evidently by a group of Confederates.
Mayfield is the county seat of
Graves County. It was surveyed and
laid out in 1824. Other settlements in
the county over the years have been
Fellciana, Wingo, Lynnville, Farmington, Hickory Grove, Water Valley,
Boydsville, Symsonia, Dukedom, apd
Pryorsburg. Feliciana was the
earliest settlement to be formed and
at one time was actively growing, but
is no longer well-known.
While in the process of gathering information about former pioneers of
the area now known as Land Between
the Lakes, Hazel Shaw and I decided
to see if we could plot out the Futrell
family and ascertain just how many
other families this old family touched
in its many years in this region. We
came up with about 30 single-spaced
pages of Futrells and their kin.
Although we still intend to include it in
the biography when it is completed,
we decided that it might be worth
distributing now, if anyone is curious
about this family. I will send a
photocopy of this family biography to
anyone who wants one now,for what it
costs me to have it copied. $4. Just
contact either myself or Hazel Shaw,
at Hardin,and we will see that you get
one.
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* At The Movies 41
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Merrey Theatres)
Sy KENT FORRESTER

According to a beloved
Hollywood story, probably
more legendary than
histcrical, the midgets hired
to play the Munchkins in the
1939 production of The
Wizard of Oz — much to the
dismay of the producer —
turned out to be harddrinking, skirt-chasing, hellraising little devils.
Under the Rainbow, starring Chevy Chase, Carrie
Fisher and Billy Barty,is the
fictionalized story of those
crazy little rapscallions.
It's also about an Italian
assassin who wants to kill an
Austrian duke, a midget
Nazi's plan to pass on Allied
secrets to Hitler, a Secret
Service man whose job it is
to guard the Austrian duke,a
; group of Japanese tourists, a
heap of dead dogs, and a
studio employee hired to
keep watch on the midgets.
All come together in the

Rainbow Hotel during the
filming of The Wizard of Oz.
Madcap comedy? I'd like to
tell ya.
Quite naturally, your appreciation of Under the
Rainbow will depend largely
on your appreciation of
midget humor. A midget
Nazi (Billy 13arty) gives
Hitler a "HellHitler" salute
and hits der Fuhrer in der
testicles. Is that funny or
isn't it? Midgets swing from
chandeliers, midgets ogle

VillimeimmitsweemmosimmemiseseediMillell
,

liaMMIN11111014-v.a,

Short People, Low Humor

undressed women as they Japanese tourists being killdash through their dressing ed. You don't think the sight
room, midgets scamper of Japanese tourists being
through hotel lobbies and killed is funny? What kind of
knock over tall people, a stunted sense of tumor do
midgets get drunk. Is that you have,anyway?
funny stuff?
If you find dead dog jokes
If you don't like midgets, funny, you're in for even
perhaps you find Japanese more laughs. Personally, I
funny. Happily, you have a find dead dog jokes superior
choice in this movie between to jokes about midgets or
two basic Japanese jokes: dead Japanese, especially
camera-happy Japanese when the dead dogs are the
tourists snapping pictures of yapping, nervous little lap
everything in sight, or dogs that get on my nerves.

Of course, there are different levels of humor even
in dead dog jokes. The lap
dog who flings himself off a
10th floor balcony while
chasing his witttle ball, for
instance, is funnier than the
lap dog who is shot by
mistake.
Of course, in order to
preserve your high opinion
of yourself, you'll have to
forget what you're laughing
at while you're watching
Under the
_ Rainbow. You see,

OW form Intention 1 lo hove every saverheed earn ri Mods on our shelves V an
sive(emod ash Is not aveileble Sot purchase due to any unforeseen reason.
K men we reser•Ram Check on request
icor toe mischances. (one awn or reasonable tarnoty quantity) to be purchased el Me
sale pnoe wherever wroviabors or a•Il ad
you a corroperebe Quality Isom at•compsrade reduction Ni pnc•

111T
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The Saving Place

SUNDAY
THRU
Your Individual TUESDAY
Horoscope

movie.
hilly fiarty is a good comic
actor, and the other midgets
in the cast do professional
jobs with the few lines they
have — especially one guy,
who couldn't be more than
two-feet tall, who steals thr
show with the smallest of hit
parts.
Rated PG: Very brief shot
of women's breasts, a couple
of risque situations, and a
few low-level, four-letter
words. There's really not
much here,though, to offend
anyone — except midgets,
dog-lovers, Japanese, and
Nazis, of course.

• K marl. ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

•""/ amaa>. .

•

Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-6

your enjoyment of the movie
will largely depend on your
willingness to laugh at jokes
based on race and physical
stature.
Some of the humor is
decidedly black (as in
macabre, not as In Negro).
In one "funny" episode, an
Itlaian assassin shoots to
death a group of Japanese
tourists in an elevator. If you
laugh at that, you're going to
be ashamed of yourself when
you emerge from the

theater, blinking, into the
light of day:
I hate to admit it (Do I
really hate to admit it?) but I
apparently enjoy watching
midgets cutting up and
Japanese tourists and lap
dogs being cut down. (I
wonder if I would find dead
English professor jokes
equally as funny.)
According to my lights,
then, Under the Rainbow is a
funny picture. It is full of interesting action, funny
episodes, and contains an
awfully good 1930s style song
that opens and closes the

PRICEBREAKERS
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Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
AUGUST 23, 1981
What kind of day will tomoi
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)grS14.
Despite some happy news,
there still could be a mix-up
regarding appointments. Further thought is needed about a
work matter.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll meet with financial
opportunity, but are likely to
overspend. Safeguard
valuables in the evening. Use
care when shopping.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) nol
fg- Someone's nagging could
'get to you. Romance and
• recreation are favored. To insure harmony, be receptive to
other's points of view.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)00
A desire for peace and quiet
motivates you. Avoid destructive self-criticism. Home life
is accented, but be mindful of
health.
LEO
July 23 to Aug.72) 4124;
Social life is favored,as long
you keep expenses down.
:( -Keep your feet on the ground
in romance. You're too im'onable now.

mo

Toddler Gilds'
trapunto-style

Slipover
acry2-4
lic
sweater of
Lowy
1 IA.co.

Our Reg. 2.77

7

8-digit Calculator

Washcloth or

Hand-held. With L.C.D. readout, 4-key
memory, % key, power off, more. Save

Polyester/cotton terry
Our 3.77, 22x42" Floral

111.97a.Oure

2.97
Fire-King'
Safe for
Ovenware
microwave, convenovens
'Harvest Amber'

L.C.D. Digital Watches

FILM DEVELOPING
SPECIALS
HERD

CANVAS TEXTURED
COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

WitY

Extra Body
Extra Protection

From Your
Favorite Negatives

nPLI.

(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
- A career opportunity
presents itself, but you may
have to wait until another time
to finalize agreements. Avoid
petty disputes.
UBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Travel brings happy times,
t also some delays and
isappointments. You'll have
to take the good with the bad.
Avoid misunderstandings.
SCORPIO
((ct. 23 toNov.21)
Keep
financial
developments confidential,
especially when around a
friend who's prone to talk too
*much. Privacy abets ac'complishment.
SAGITTARIUS
afept
• (Nov.22to Dec.21) "
Close relationships require
!a bit of give and take. A party
should be fun, but avoid quarrels about career matters with
close ties.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll meet with a career
opportunity. Don't let selfdoubt cause you to shortchange yourself. Be protective
of health.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. NI to Feb. 18)
You'll have a pleasant time
on a date, but you may not be
sure pf where you stand with
thi,s/ person. Curtail
unreasonable fears.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Home-life has some promising moments, but a planned
activity may not quite live up
to your expectations. Be
straightforward with others.

2

5x7"
For

43
P?g.

For

88G

8x10"
For

1.88

Choice Of Candy Bars
Milk chocolate, plain or with
almonds; Kit Kat' or Reed's.

64 oz. Wink
Wisk heavy duty
laundry detergent

Extra Charge If Mode From Slide

POTTING
SOIL

MeV

11.88

Metal Storage Unit

la61

YOU BORN TODAY are
drawn to both the arts and
sciences. You're an innovative
thinker, who's also practical.
; Cultivate sell-discipline to
si make the most of your
!creative gifts. Education,
publishing, writing, research,
acting and music are some of
the vocations in which you'll
• find fulfillment. Though fond
; of social contacts, you're also
!quite self-sufficient. Avoid a
tendency to scatter your
energies. Medicine,
brokerage and real estate
; may also appeal to you. Bir, thdate of: Patricia McBride,
; ballet dancer; Edgar Lee
Misters. poet; and Gene Kel41y,daneer.

12x12"
Wash
Cloth

3 Day Sale

41-4n

it

onn—lim
toRilit
.110:1
Dv— 11111—u

ow wag.7.97
Sweater

5-shelf sturdy gray metal unit
measures 12x30x70, Save

20-quart' Potting Soil
Soil is ready to use. odorless.
and won't burn. Shop today!

88°

Chicken Dinner With 10 Oz.
Drink
2 pieces fried chicken, 2
vegetables Roll & Butter.

Glass Plus' With Trigger

Cleans glass, plus a whole lot
More. 32-fl -oz bottle

Mon.Thru Sat.

SERVICES INCLUDE.
I Replace front broke
2 FiZe
dgrofOrs
3_lcalipers
4 Rea hydraulic system
5 Repack Inner and
miler bearings
6. Inspect front grease

Save

Umfl
10 Mts.
Per customer

Sole Price

u.s.csb."'

•

II Tires
Pius F.E.T. Eo

SE

ES INCLUDE

1 °Idioms.(up to 5(es
K mar? 10W40 rnOtOt
oil)
2 Install IK mart brand
oe finer
3 Chaise lubrication (fa
enps extra)

AddIllonal parls and aenoloss MVO,
may be ramodad am al Sella 00•1

Steel Belted Radials
Quaker State 10W30 Super Blend
Helps improve performance

Our 52.88
P165/80R13(A78x13)39
Pius F.E.T. 1.73 Ea.
97 Disc Irak* Special
•
Front only. For
Larger Size Comparably Priced
many_ Americanmade-.cars
lr7k -4W- No Trocie-in Reclukisci

Our keg.68.66

Lebo,Oil'n Filter
for many cars Ad

clitional services
GAP"—

•••,- —

•
,
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MEMO OUTDOORS
There's hardly a sportsman around who doesn't
read outdoor magazines.
Visit in their homes, and
copies of Field di Stream,
Outdoor Life and Sports
Afield will be on coffee
tables, in magazine racks,
beside reading chairs.
They're a way of life, and
they've been on the scene for
a century.

The Keetechy-Seritley less 'N liers held•tsarina. %edgy Awn. 16, est ef Kenichi Series. The wieners
were 1.41 1. right, first piece Michele Sheerer, seemed piece wed his hese losevitt• Shwey, third piece Free lipPluto by Mary Barrels

Calendar Of Events Jo/NH.46
Friday, August 2.6
Animal Signs In The Forest
Compare the relative
coolness of the forest to the
hot open air as we enter the
shade in search of signs left
behind by forest wildlife.
Center Station. 2 p.m. and 4
p.m.
Summer Sky Spectacular
The summer Milky Way
will be at its best tonight. A
planetarium introduction
will precede a telescope session outdoors. Golden Pond
Visitors Center.8 p.m.
Night Visual
Learn about wildlife and
land management at LBL,
and get a close look at the
animals..that benefit from
management practices dur2-hour auto tour.
/
ing a 11
Transportation will be provided; advance registration
required; participation is
limited. Call.,(502) 924-5602,
extension 236, for reservations. Meet at Center Station

at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 29
Forest Management
See how forest manage
ment plays an essential role
in erosion control, wildlife
rammosillEMISSI
populations, predator-prey
relationships, and ecology.
These cool days and nights surface.
Many of these white
Center Station. 2 p.m.
we are having should help to
2 to 3
1
are weighing 2/
stripes
improve fishing a bit early.
Sunday, August 30
try.
a
them
give
so
pounds
Late summer is usually
Discovery Walk
Trolling for sauger is protough for a lot of folks if they
to
Wilk
Join us for a 1-hour
the best method right
bably
fish the same way they did
observe the forest corrununinow unless you know a good
ttifee weeks ago.
ty and its relationship to the
The water elevation con- bar you can cast onto.
open lands and wildlife of
Shad color rebels and wigtinues to fall normally, givLBL Center Station.2 p.m.
ing a strong current at gle warts are still doing a
Butter Churning
times, but the black bass, good job on the deeper
The self-sufficiency of the white bass and
sauger are ledges and channel banks,
early 19th century farmer still using the ledges and again early morning and late
may have required hard
evening seem to be the best.
dropoffs on the main lake.
work by the 20th century
I know hunting Seasons are
Early morning and late
standards, but the quality of
us but don't pass up the
upon
evening, you should find
homemade butter has never
some black bass in the brush great fall fishing!
been surpassed. Join us at piles, tree tops
Happy Fishing!
and rocky
The Homeplace-1850 as we
points that are on or near the
make butter the olddeeper waters of the main
fashioned way. The
lake.
Homeplace-1850. 2 p.m.
The plastic worm is
always a good choice and
color is a tossup. Whatever
By JOE HEDGES
you like best.
P-I City Editor
Topwater stick baits and
houseboat may be
Their
buzz baits will pull an old
but a Cottage
wrecked,
mossyback out of the brush
Grove couple is happy to be
if you make it look good.
The white bass are still alive.
Mike and Diane Shankle
jumping as the minnows contheir two children Kim
and
tinue to come downstream.
10, and Kenny
Rhodes,
and
Slab
spoons
sidewinders have been real Rhodes, 7, were enjoying an
good lures to use when the outing Sunday in their
stripes are beneath the sur- houseboat on Kentucky Lake
753-9131
face and any medium sized when pleasure turned to
noisy topwater lure will pro- near tragedy. The 25-foot
duce when they are on the boat sank as it was being
steered across the channel.

Ming Ike

Your U-Haul Headquarters

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1965• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
FuNy Insured For Your Protection
4
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

Beaktoil Knnacky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Fastening
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude

•Cover Atiindows
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Horne*
Never Paint Again
*Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Floofing
•Storm Windows Ft Doors

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
Rt.5 Box 2959 Murray, Ky

Cain's,AMC Jeep

*J.C. Pontoons

Sales8 Service,
F VII7RIJOE
SALES &
SF RVICIF

R R 1 Buchonon Tenn (901)232-8271

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
753-6448

wy.641 North

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322
/1111/011111K

-Apt"
41 Johnson
oamicmialots

Darnell Marine Sales
Murray; Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East OWNER: Gary Darnel!
ti

BOATS-MOTORS ACCESSORIES-MARNE SUPPLIES

***************************
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But suddenly Sports Afield
launched out on a tangent.
They've forsaken the "howto's" for the "why's," stories
that get into the reasons and
enjoyment associated with
hunting and fishing. They're
doing nostalgia pieces,
character sketches, even
short stories, and the
reading public has been very
receptive. Coupled with
heavy, slick pages and
beautiful photography, the
new shift in outdoor reading
is starting the pendulum
back to center again. And
the other magazines are
showing signs of following.
At the present, however,
Outdoor Life remains the
real adventure magazine.
They feel readers want the
"close escape" stories
where people fall off mountains or are attacked by
grizzlies. They also are still
heavy into "how-to's" and
regional places to hunt or
fish. Field & Stream is sort
of middle-of-the-road and
leaning more now toward the
enjoyment aspect. I think
this is healthy for the industry and for outdoor sports
as a whole.
Magazine editors buy
stories a year before they're
published. Right now they're
making assignments for fall,
1962 issues. They normally

want their stories "in house"
a full nine months before the
publication date. Working
with such a lead time is a
reason why trends are slowly formulated and slow to
die.
The offices of the "Big
Three" magazines are all in
New York skyscrapers(or at
least they would be
skyscrapers by west Kentucky standards). Staffs are
smaller than you would
guess: an editor, managing
editor, two or three editorial
assistants, an art director, a
half dozen secretaries, the
ad staff. Most actual writing
is done by stringers and
freelancers across the country. The New York offices
serve as collection points
and assembly plants. Then
the printing is done
somewhere else.
Despite the office locations, most staffers are
outdoor-minded people who
live outside New York and
commute daily. The editor of
Outdoor life lives in Pennsylvania's Pocono Moun2 hour
/
tains, and he has a 31
(one way) commute to and
from work. What makes him
do it? I'm sure he's paid well
(650,0004100,000 would be a
good guess). Then there's
the prestige, and lastly are
the fringe benefits.
Everybody asks him on free
hunting or fishing trips, and
he accepts several invitations each year. The
magazine picks up whatever
expenses he incurs, and a
good time is had by all.
How does a writer sell a
story to an outdoor
magazine? Basically there

are two ways. The amateurs
try the first way. The pros
are successful with the se
cond.
Amateurs are the in-thetrenches hunters and
fishermen who have a good
story to tell. They simply sit
down and write said story
and send it in. All stories that
show up in the New York offices are read, and occasionally an amateur submits
that dynamite piece that is
bought with no hesitation.
Most, however, are rejected
with a form letter.
The pros start out a step
ahead because of their
established reputations as
writers. They sell ideas
rather than stories. They
will submit a "query" letter
describing their idea and
how it could be developed into an interesting article.
There's usually a sales pitch
telling why readers would
eat this story up like peaches
and cream. And finally is the
"artwork" (photography).
Without extremely good
photos, story sales are next
to impossible to make.
Magazines are now cornpeting with television, anti
they're having to vie for a
market more and more tun.;
ed in to visual pleasures.
":
So it's a crazy business,.
and after returning home I
still feel like my buyers live
in space. New York is
wonderfully fascinating and
busy, a place like no other.
But I'll take the woods and
the lakes and people who..
aren't quite in such a hurry,,
And until the post office
fails, I'll do my business long
distance.

•

Thieves Claim Boat
- From Bottom Of Lake

641 Super Shell

Hw.641 South

- Being in the word
business, I sell an occasional
article to the abovementioned and other
magazines. But dealing with
the editors and their underlings has heretofore been like
working with creatures in
space. They're out there
somewhere, in nebulous offices in that other world called New York. You deal with
them through the mail. Your
ideas and articles go out and
hopefully the checks come
back. It's like magic.
But recently, in an ambitious state of mind,I decided to visit that other world. I
made appointments with the
editors of the "Big Three"
magazines and journeyed to
Manhatten to learn more
about the business. I felt
what I discovered might also
be interesting to outdoor
magazine readers.
Because the magazines
/compete with each other,
,they are constantly testing
new ideas and trying different formulas for reader
success. They are trendish to
the point that what they run
in terms of stories is like a
penduliint-They swing to one
side, then back to the other,
then usually to the center.
For example...

There's been a trend in recent years to go heavy with
the "how-to" stories:
"Forty-Seven Ways to Skin a
Rabbit,""How to Take Raccoons with a Knife," etc. The
magazines became technical
manuals for shooting more
game or catching more fish.

Sy Irak hens*

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Ouality & afinifity Guarifiteed

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
502-79-5693

"The channel was real
rough...water came over the
front of the boat. We started
taking in water real fast. The
boat sank is what seemed
like a couple of seconds,"
Mrs.Shankle said.
When the boat sank in 35
feet of water, none of the
pas.spngers were wearing
lifejackets, Mrs. Shankle
said."We got our lifejackets
on in the water."
The youngsters are not
good swimmers,she said.
"Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Hampton of Woodland Mills
saw us in distress and came
and rescued us. They took us
to Buchanan Boat Dock."
Once on land, the Shankles
notified the Coast Guard unit
at Paris Landing that the
boat had sunk."They told us
to mark the spot so another
boat wouldn't hit it and to get
it (boat) out of the channel.
They wouldn't go with us to
mark it or get it up."
A spokesman for the Coast
Guard said today they are
not in the salvage business.
The spokesman said asking
the Coast Guard to pull up a
sunken boat would be lute
asking the police to tow an
automobile in after a crash.
2 hour search the
/
After a 21
Shankles asked Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Crabtree of Springville
and Harry Daniels to help
them recover their boat.
When they reached the site
where the boat went down,
the boat was gone.
Witnesses told the
Shankles three other boats
had hooked onto the
houseboat and taken it to the
Stewart County side of the
lake. When they reached the
houseboat, the couple found
it stripped of everything of
any value.
Stolen were the motor,
propane tanks,fishing equipment and even a string of
fish they had caught that
day.
\ft was reported to
The the
the Stewart and Henry Comity sheriff's departments. No
arrests have been made.
A control panel was
damaged by a hatchet, Mrs.
Shankle said.
The boat which the
Shankles bought only three
weeks ago was not insured.
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COLD
WEATHER'S
'COMING. DON'T
GET BURNED.
Heating with wood can be dangerous.
So, check the area near your wood heater or
fireplace to make sure curtains and furniture
are a safe distance away. Then install a smoke
detector and keep an ABC fire extinguisher
nearby.
This winter, be warm, but be safe.

West Ky. Rural Electric
V404Piercitivogoirporation
Morray-Mayfisle-:* 12
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Fish Lae Shads

Mad mad Amalie Vaughnhr..ght In •eke shim, of fish Friday, Ang. 21. The
ample might 24 crappie, 10 catfish whik fishing ow Koatacky Lake.
Photo Coortesy Ilkorriey Sett Co.

No one knows for sure how
the sun affects fish except
that when it's hot they
behave exactly as humans
do; they find a cool place
with plenty of shade. But
that poses an interesting
questions. Where can fish
find shade on a lake in the
middle of day during summer?
The answer comes from
Mercury outboards' fishing
department which claims
that man has provided the
means, and thereby
established a relationship
that has mutual benefits.
On hot, sunny days, panfish — which normally stay
out of deep water anyway —
congregate beneath boat
houses, docks, piers and
other manmade structures
seeking relief from the heat.
As the sun traverses the sky,
the fish move with the shade,
staying under and next to the
structure.
Anglers can take advantage of this behavior by
casting lures alongside
docks, under piers, just
about any place that offers
shade.

****************************
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCUIRE

GRAYSON McCLURE
for 2'vies Two r yht on 280
,.,01nw 280 for 7 midi.% post Banners Grocery
rake
bloc I.. top to, $ •,' (1,11ciJncl foilow blor‘fop I . rr roght
fake 94 [list

04

ol Murray

Telephone 502-436-5483

The Kentucky Labe lass climb spestsered a beaefit tear- it
nomad Saturday, Amp. 15. Tim townsmen's', held eat of
Kenlake Marina, paid flue place with the remainder
being contributed te St. Jude's Hospital. (top ph.?.) The
winsers were back row, left te right, first place John
Vinson and Albert Themes, Cash:,-with 23 lbs six mimes,
• seemed place Robert Lowe Jr. and Gary Jenkins, Marray,
with 11 pounds fear eunces, third place lee Novi and /
Thomas Williams, Nepkinsvilk, with 17 possods six mon- 'f
cos, fourth place Jerry Ricteassoll end Billy (Meek) Him-;
t
doe, Murray, with 16 pounds MN mice, fifth place $et
Fritz and Dale Fentress, ilepkinsville, with 15 peends
,
one sauce.(left photo) Robert Lowe Jr. took big bass with Is
this six pound 15 memo honker. Proceeds befog deaated
to St. Jude's Hospital totaled approximately SI500.

I Kenlake Manna
_ .*I
*
*

*
*

Complete line of Fishing and

Sporting Equipment

*
*
*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage:
*
*
Launching
Ramp
-Tackle,
Bait
*
*
*
*
:
Rt. 1
(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
Hardin
*
****************************

Photos By Mary Borrow ei

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL
YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT BUY IN 1981-82
Another colorful season of college
football
and
basketball
is
approaching, and Murray State
University wants you to be a part of
the action!
The MSU Racers have four home
games scheduled in football in 1981
and 14 home games in basketball in
1981-82. Listed below are three
attractive season ticket options which
offer you an opportunity to attend
every exciting game.
Please take a moment to study each
option and see which fits your needs
Then order your tickets simply by
writing the MSU Athletic Ticket Office
in Room 211 of Stewart Staiturn or by
calling (502) 762-6184 or 762-6800
1N142 MSU
Season Ticket information
MSU offers three season ticket
options to the general public in
football and basketball for 1981-82
Chair Seats
Reserved Bleacher Seats
and The Family Plan
• The Chair Seats are available to
MSU Racer Club members and sell for
$28 each in football and for $78 each
in basketball.
• The Reserved Bleacher Seats sell
for $22 each in football (Section V.
between the 40-yard lines) and $18
each (Sections U, W, X, Y, Z) and for
$65 each in basketball (Sections G. H.
L. M. N)

Racir Football
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 31
Nov. 7

Tennessee Tech. 7:30
Morehead State. 130
Eastern Kentucky. 200
Austin Peay, 1:30

Racer Dasketball
Nov. 19 Marathbn Oil.,7:30
Nov. 28 Missouri-Kansas City.
•
730
Nov. 30 West Virginia Tech. 7:30
Dec. 5 Arkansas College, 7:30 Dec. 10 Akron, 7:30
Dec. 12 Youngstown State. 7 30
Dec. 21 Ferris State. 7.30
Jan. 9
Austin Peay. 7.30
Jan. 14 Morehead State, 7.30
Jan. 16 Eastern Kentucky. 7 30
Jan. 30 Western Kentucky. 7 30
Feb. 15 Southeastern Louisiana
7:30
Feb. 18 Middle Tennessee. 7 30
Feb. 20 Tennessee Tech. 7 30
• The Family Plan is available in
football and basketball to any person
who purchases two Chair or two
Reserved Bleacher Seats It permits
that person to purchase at half price
additional Reserved Bleacher Seats
for all other family members in grades
one through 12
Faculty and Staff Ticket Information
MSU offers season football and
basketball tickets at half price to its

faculty and staff members Faculty and
staff members also may participate in
The Family Plan
Individual Game Ticket Information
All seats offered for sale in Stewart
Stadium and Racer Arena this season
will be reserved. Individual game
ticket prices will be FOOTBALL
Chair. $7; Reserved Bleacher Adult. $6
and $5. and Reserved Bleacher Child.
$5 and $4 BASKETBALL Chair. $6.
Reserved Bleacher Adult. $S. and
Reserved Bleacher Child, $4.
Individual game tickets wilt not go
on sale until season tickets sales are
ended. The football season ticket
order deadline is Sept. 1 and the
basketball season ticket order
deadline Is Nov. 1.
How to Order Season Tickets
To reserve your MSU football or
basketball season tickets Write the
MSU Athletic Ticket Office in Room
211 of Stewart Stadium at Murray
State University in Murray, Ky. 42071,
or call 7624164 or 7624000.
A season ticket brochure and Racer
Club brochure will be forwarded to
you Your tickets will be mailed prior
to the Racers first home football and
basketball games
NOTE: The Racer Club. a non-profit
MSU athletic booster organization.
requires a minimum annual donation
of $62.50 per chair seat The donation
is tax deductible.

•....................................
._. . .••..
.
•
:
.
••
•• Hooks Wheel.
.
• Alignment .
:
• Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
•
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires :
• Road and Field Service :
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
k

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

(Wet
./

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

aeson•••••■•••■•••■•■••00000000000•••
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At Jonathan Creek
AnnourPces
NE W 40 and 52 Covered Skps For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Skps For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operate...ensnares marine growth on boat bottom

R

RESTAURANT

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales & Service -

Evrnauotsalt',

Cr FIVICE

- ........ A(Ipacent to Sportsman S Safari Camparound
. 502/3544568
Rt. 5Benton, KY 42025
[

•
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Lakers Win, 21-6

Workman Romps Through
Fulton County Defense
a

HELPING HANDS - (Above) A biased opinion of the Calloway County takers
shows where their minds are after beating Fulton County, 21-6, Friday night.
(Below) The referees helped out three times when Tommy Workman crashed
over the goal for 18 total points.
Stiff photos by Jim Hector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
HICKMAN, Ky. - When
the railroad first crossed the
continent hearty workmen
were the backbone labor
force. When a skyscraper
goes up in Downtown City,
U.S.A. credit should go to the
rawboned builders. When
Calloway County High
School drubbed Fulton County, 21-6, the credit went to
their workman, fullback
Tommy Workman,that is.
Workman slashed, crashed and banged his way to 210
yards in 27 carries and
scored on runs of two, eight
and 60 yards for the Lakers
Friday night. The senior

_Championship Played Tonight In
i'Church League Softball Tournament

frt
i

Play resumes today in the
Murray-Calloway County
church league softball tournament at the new citycounty park fields.
Eight teams remained in
the winner's bracket following Friday night's firstround action. Today
Westside was scheduled to
meet First Methodist at 9
a.m., Flint was to face First
Assembly of God, also at 9

a.m., West Fork and Calvary
(Gray) played at 10 a.m. and
Poplar Springs was going
against Memorial at 10 a.m.
too.
Survivors in the loser's
bracket include:
First Baptist Church
(White) vs. First Christian
at 8 a.m., South Pleasant
Grove vs. Cherry Corner at 8
a.m., First Baptist (Blue)
vs. Hilltop at 9 a.m., and

Eastwood vs. Elm Grove at 9
a.m.
The championship game
begins tonight at 8 p.m. with
another game at 9 p.m.
should the loser's bracket
representative win the first
contest.
Friday night action saw
First Christian pop Locus
Grove, 15-3, First Methodist
squeezed by Cherry Corner,
7-6, West Fork downed

Eastwood, 4-1, First
Assembly of God tripped
First Baptist (white), 9-7,
Poplar Springs edged First
Baptist (blue), 13-8, Hilltop
eliminated Locus Grove, 157, Westside stiffled South
Pleasant Grove, 9-3,
Memorial halted Hilltop,6-I,
Calvary Temple (gray)
blanked Elm Grove, 7-0, and
First Christian fell to Flint,
-•
6-1.

SCOREBOARD
BASEBALL
AMEItICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pet. GB
8 3
Detroit
772 Taranto
no 1
7 4
Bsitknore
6 5
be 2
7 6 .331 2
Milwaukee
5 6 .466 3
Baskin
4 7
'New York
.104 4
Cleveland
4 9 .300 5
WEIT
6 4
"Oakilind
NO
7 5
Seattle
.583 ascago
6 5 .545
5 5 .500 1
Thxas
Kansas aty
6 6
.500 1
Califtnia
4 6
4E0 2
Nerneeszta
4 8
333 3
'FirstMlf imam winner
Fridays Games
To 5, Chicago 4
Karnes CIty 4, New Vatic 0
Detroit 7, 'ftwas 4
Minninata 7, Milwaukee 6
Calends 12, Cleveland 2
Balthnom 4, Oaidsid 2
Fkistai 7, Sadie 4
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pd. GB
6 3 .067 St. Leos
fillorareal
5 4
.566 1
New Ycrk
6 5 .545 1
Chicago
5 6 .455 2
5 7
417 214
Pitsbirgh
•Philadeigirsa
3 7 .300 31
/
2
WENT
7
4
Hanlon
036
7 4
Atlanta
636
6 4
lancirenti
NO
'1
6 5
San Eminence
345 1
'In Angeles
6 5
546 I
Sin Diego
167 5b2
2 10
Tlral.haf ivision winner
Irridny's Games
• F1111121111:0 4, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 43, Simi to 2-3
Montreal 4, Adana 1. 11 innings
Cincinnati 2, New York 0
Plikaddphis 5, Harkin 4
les Amelia 4. St Louis 0

PRF.P FOOTBALL
BAC&

Prfirry Games
Evarts0

Bilswee 38. Dayton 16
figollig Green 19, Barren Co. 3
, &FA Co. I4. Lstre1 co. 1607
.1•7011,

Breathitt Co. 10, Johnson Central 8
Butler Co. 41, Hart Co.0
CALLOWAY CO.21, Fatten Co. 6
Carroll Co. 54, Bullitt East 0
Christi= Cs.33,Caldwell Ca..
Clark Co. 12, Harrison Co.0
Clay Co. 14. Lone Jack 12
Covington Catholic 23, Boone Co.6
Cumberland 40, Rockcastle Co.0
East Carter 20, Fairview 7
Eltiabethtswe 21,13446k 24
Erlanger Lloyd 21, Erlanger Scott 0
Fort Knox 14, Nelson Co.0
Frankfort 34, Owen Co.0
Glasgow 34,Taylor Co. 13
Grayson Co. 10, Edmonson Co. 6
Green Co. 24, Metcalfe Co.8
Harlan 34, Williamsburg 0
Henderson Co. 50, Meade Co. 16
Henry Co.38,Eminence 12
Jenkins 21, Phelps0
Jessamine Co. 10, Berea 0
Knott Central 22, Hazard 12
Knox Ceatra112,Lynn Camp607
LaRue C 36. Emt Hardin 6
Lawrence Co. 27, Sheldon Clark 8
Lewis Co. 14, Hartland 0
Lea. Bryan Station 16,Scott Co.6
Lox. Henry Clay 45, Pikeville 8
Lox. Lafayette 34, Woodford Co. 23
Lincoln Co 33, Bourbon Co.0
Ludlow 6, Covington Holmes0
M.C. Napier 46, Mullins 6
Madisonville 19, Hopkinsville 6
Mercer Co. 21, Garrard Co. 14
Middlesboro 50, Johns Creek 0
Newport Catholic 2,Simon Kenton 0
Nicholas Co. 21, Fleming Co. 6
North Rant 28, Oldham Co. 21
Owensboro Apollo 40, McLean Co 0
Rowan Co 33, Morgan Co. 14
Virg],29, Wheelwright 6
Warren Central 32, Allen Co.0
Washington Co. 12, Bullitt Central II
Wayne Co. 30, Adair Ce 0
West Hardin 27, Anderson Co. 0
Whitesburg 27, Eidiont City 0

PRO FOOTBALL

Houston
Pittsburgh

1 1 0 20 37 506
1 1 0 55 67 500
Weaken DIvkisa
Son Diego
2 1 0 74 09 JE:
Oakland
1 1 0 31 50 .500
Kansas City
1 1 0 23 16 .500
Denver
0 2 0 21 57 .000
Seattle
0 2 0 45 57 .000
Nelms! Cantermee
Ernes Didion
Washington
2 0 0 43 23 1.000
St. Liuis
2 0 0 42 311.000
N.Y. Giants
2 0 0 43 241.000
Philadelphia 1 1 0 46 33 .500
Dallas
0 2 0 38 54 .000
Central Divides
Green Bay
2 0 0 55 311.000
Detroit
1 1 0 41 44 .500
aucago
0 2 0 7 36 .000
Twrips Bay .0 2 0 33 41 .CCO
Mirnesota
0 2 0 19 47 .000

Weaken Midas
New (kw
2 0 0 51 301.018
San Francac 1 1 0 55 55 .500
Los Angeles 1 2 0 83 08 .333
Atlanta
1 2 0 47 61 .333
Fliday's Games
San Diego 33, Icis Angeles 20
fiebrisy's Games
Houston at Tampa Bay, (n)
Mini at Detroit, in
Cindmati at (2icago, In)
Buffalo at Cleveland. ni

TENNIS
Murray's Mel Purcell
downed Tim Mayotte, 7-5,61, in quarterfinal play of the
Atlanta Constitution-Journal

devastated the Pilot defense,
which never threw him for a
loss.
Defensively the 5-10, 170pounder, ruled the left side
of the field from his outside
linebacker perch and was
only replaced with :40 remaining in the game.
"Tommy Workman did a
bangup job for us tonight and
. . . well, what else can I
say? What he did speaks for
itself," said a smiling Sam
Harp after his Lakers won
their second game of the
school's history.
"Tonight we'll celebrate
this one - and it's a sweet
one, believe me. But tomorrow we go to work on the
films and I may not feel the
same way I do tonight. You
know that big eye in the sky
don't lie," Harp said referring to the camera filming the
game.
One of the reasons for
Harp's pessimism in a time
of obvious celebration was
the lackluster Laker performance in the second half. "I
wasn't happy at all with the
tiredness. I didn't feel we
had the game won uptil there
was two minutes to go. They
(Fulton County) could have
come back on us any time.
They've got a good team and
will beat some people down
the line," Harp said.
The Pilots tallied the
night's first points mainly on
the shifty-hipped running of
senior Gary Bishop, a 5-5,
139-pound, sparkplug.
Bishop carried the ball on
three of the first four times
for FCHS picking up 24 quick
yards. A David Mangold
pass sent the Pilots to the
CCHS 25-yard line and runningback J.Mays brought the
hometowners a first down at
the nine-yard stripe.
Bishop wasted no time
twisting through the heart of
the Laker defense to score
with 8:21 showing in the first
quarter. Bishop tried the extra point as well, but it was
piiitially blocked and fell no
good.
Then it was Tommy Time.
Teammate Jeff Garrison
brought the kickoff out to the
CCHS 30 and Workman took
over. It was Workman right,
Workman left, Workman up
the middle. Fifty yards of
the 70-yardlIbuchdown drive
belonged to the senior
fullback with the capping
biOur being a two-yard blast
over left tackle.
Senior Randy Dawson
Jbooted the extra point, but
later went down with a reinjured knee and remains a
question mark for the rest of
the season.
FCHS tested the Laker's
quickness throughout the
game, giving the outside
defensive men almost more
than they could handle. Harp
said his defense "stunk up
the place" in the first

quarter, but came back,
straightened out and held off
the Pilot assault. Kevin
Kernell, senior defensive
end, broke up several end
sweeps, turning the runners
back into the pursuit lanes to
linebackers Garrison, Tony
Hendon and defensive tackle
Don Hargrove time after
time.
Meanwhile Workman was
gearing up for his second
touchdown of the evening, an
eight-yarder coming in the
second quarter to end a six
minute,89-yard drive.
His final hurrah came in
the third period after defensive back Craig Darnell
picked off a Mangold pass on
the CCHS 40. From there it
only took Workman one play,
four broken tackles and a 60yard jaunt to notch his third
TD of the game.
Hargrove kicked both extra points after Dawson was
THREE TD BOUND - Senior Laker runningback
sidelined for the Lakers.
Tommy Workman rushed for 210 yards and three
"We made some critical
touchdowns in 27 carries to lead Calloway Cdunty
mistakes in critical situaover host Fulton County Friday night.
tions in the second half-too
Staff photo by Jim Rector
many penalties. We should
have scored more points,
that's for sure. We can't *****************************7
*
have this kind of game and *
For all your Travel Reservations Call
*
*
expect to beat the big guys -*
*
later on. We've got to get our..*
*
*
act together defensively and *
work on our Pride team ,*
(kicking squad). Wg've got a
lot of work ahead of us, but
tonight we're going to enjoy
this one," Harp said.
representing
*
Friday, Aug.28,the Lakers *
*
host Union County in the first *
* American and International Traveltime *
district game of the year.
*
t******************str****i****.

Marjorie and Bill Major
*.
**
753-0880
**
*

**
**
**
*

Tennis Tournament Friday.
Today he faces Elliot
Telsher, seeded No.1, in
semifinal round action of the
$75,000 tourney.

.m.A.c13 80/
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Rnancing To Qualified Customers

During The Month of August
All 1981 Models Must Cio

BIG SAVINGS

Want a trustworthy, reliable companion to keep you
warm next winter? Then consider a wood heater and
our Wood Heater Program.
A wood heater will work for you every day, without
taking a big bite out of your paycheck. Electric heating
savings can range from 40 to 65 percent.
Our Wood Heater Program also has special loans for
buying and installing wood heaters. And by acting
now, you can avoid the fall rush to join the program.
-For a friend that wiN keep you warm and comfortable
next winter,call now about our Wood Heater Program.
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CFA Decides To Deal With NBC
In Football Broadcasting Bid

UNDEFEATED — The Cardinals of the East Calloway T- Ball League went undefeated this past season.
Team members are: (first raw, left to right) Michelle Allen, Jamie McDaniel, Kevin Farris, Jeff Luffman
and Darra Mitchell;(second row) Coach Charles Reed, Jason Reed, Willie Paul Roberts, LaDawn Cook
and Assistant Coach Darrell Mitchell.

or

SLUGGERS — Second place went to the Sluggers, whose team members are: (first row, left to right)
Mac Dunn, Joey Tubbs, Cheryl Fogle, Jeremy Licknor, Jason Licknor and Anthony Black;(second row)
Assistant Coach Gary McClard, James Barrett, Brian McClard, Melissa Weibrach, Assistant Coach Robert
Barrett and Coach Paul Black. Corey Wilson is not pictured.

By JIM O'CONNELL
director of the NCAA. "In
Associated Press Writer
cases where a member
The College Football deliberately
violates a rule,
Association's approval of a there could be
a wide variety
television package with of penalties,
but it probably
NBC-TV appears to be the would be
probation in all
chance for college football to sports."
start with a clean slate.
Barry Switzer, coach of
The CFA, an organization the Oklahoma
Sooners, said
of 61 football-playing if the CFA
controversy
schools, voted Friday to par- causes his school
and others
ticipate in the $180 million to be expelled
from the
deal with NBC rather than NCAA that
maybe the CFA
the NCAA's VW million pact could
legislate new
with ABC and CBS.
"realistic rules" by which to
According to souces within govern themselves.
the CFA, 33 schools voted to
Switzer said he was not adaccept the package, 20 voted vocating any
changes, but
against it and five abstained. doesn't rule
out that CFA
Three schools didn't par- legislation could
radically
ticipate in the vote because change college
athletics as it
their credentials were not in has been governed
by the
order in time.
NCAA — like the adoption of
The CFA, formed in 1977, a playoff format to deterincludes 17 independents and mine a national football
five major conferences: the champion.
Atlantic Coast, Big Eight,
Switzer said of particular
Southeastern,Southwest and interest to him are the NCAA
Western Athletic, most of the limitations on scholarships
traditional major football and the size of coaching
powers. It does not include, staffs.
however, the Pacific-10 and
"We could set our own
Big Ten conferences.
rules. Maybe we could give
Edward T.Foote, presi- the players $50 a day. Get rid
dent of the University of of the 95 (scholarship limit.)
Miami, Fla., sees this We sign 30 (players) every
package as the chance for a year, so let us educate the
new start or at least the cor- whole 120."
rection of a lot of wrongs in
He said the size of
big-time college football.
coaching staffs could be
"This tempting offer could changed.
become the catalyst for the
"I don't care how many
kinds of reforms of football coaches Missouri has. If they
and other athletic programs want 20, let them have 20."
advocated by many for a
Switzer said the conflict
long time, but regrettably, could get nasty enough to
still not implemented," said jeopardize future Sooner
Foote.
games with non-CFA
"Existing admission and schools, including Southern
academic standards, gover- Cal in 1982 and Ohio State in
ning intercollegiate athletics 1983.
by any measure are the ab- "I supposed Ohio State
solute minimum. The could drop us if Walter
ultimate loser is often the (Byers, NCAA executive
scholarship athlete himself. director) tells them to. But
This seems as good a time as we'd just pick up somebody
any in recent memory to put else," Switzer said.
our principles to practice," "These are the things that
said Foote.
can happen in we're expelled
The NCAA has threatened from the NCAA. It could
sanctions against any school enable us to do some things
that voted in favor of the that are realistic," Switzer
deal. Each school now has said.
until Sept.10 to reconsider its When asked if he felt the
vote.
CFA vote was a milestone
"Any sanctions would be date in college athletics,
totally up to the Committee Oklahoma athletic director
on Infractions," said David Wade Walker replied, "I
Cawood, public relations think it's probably more of a

precarious date in intercollegiate athletics. But it's
obviously a date we anticipated and are excited
about."
As much as the schools
were waiting for the outcome of the vote so were the
executives of the three networks involved.
Arthur A. Watson, president of NBC Sports, said,
"We are extremely pleased
that the CFA has ratified the
four-year television contract
with NBC Sports. We now
look forward to moving
ahead and finalizing many of

the details with the CFA by

Sept. 10."
"Thus, together we can
pursue our common goal of
revitalizing and enhancing
college football's popularity
by implementing a well conceived television scheduling
concept featuring prime
time exposure," Watson said

in a prepared statement.
A spokesman for CBS
Sports in New York said,
"The vote today was not
unexpected. We are in no

way convinced that this is
the final resolution of a complicated situation."

Ashley
woodheaters
financed
Syears
internam!

Model C-60E

by the-high cost of heating your
home? You may qualify for a five year,
$800 interest free loan from the Tennessee
Valley Authority to install an Ashley woodburning circulator in your home!
Just imagine heating your home with economical wood while you save money on your
utility bill. And with an Ashley circulator,
you know you have the finest quality avail-

B

othered

able. You'll stay warm for a fraction of the cost...
and pay no interest on the loan from TVA.
Contact your local utility to see if you are
eligible. Your Ashley dealer hasfurther details.Seehim today and you'll be warmer,
happier and richer this winter!

Punkin:Inc.
133-41172

202 S. Stis

NOW OPEN IN MURRAY
Fresh USDA Choice beefcutdaily
in each Golden Corral 1

r

• Famous29 Itern salad bar

• Banquetfacilities
• All Items availablefor salce-aut

Relaxed fondly annospherr
10 minute service

MISFITS — The third place Misfits was made up of the following players: (front row, left to right)
Stephanie Harper, Patrick Gray, Jason West, Chip Saladino, Brad Harris, Jason Stahler and Nattie Ross;
(middle row) Jeremy Grogan, Brian Anderson, Pam Bucy; (third row) Coach Steve Harper, assistant
coaches Steve Grogan, Vernon Anderson and Ricky Harris. Micky Hill is not pictured.

COMPLETELY INSTALLED
NO EXTRA CHARGES

Sanchez
Victorious
In Eighth
LAS VEGAS (AP) —
Salvador Sanchez used a
stunning left-right combination to put Wilfredo Gomez,
nearly through the ropes in

the eighth round and retain
his World Boxing Council
featherweight title Friday
night, handing Gomez his
,first defeat.

Referee Carlos Padilla
stopped the scheduled 15round bout at 2:09 of the

The licono-Mate'm
Exclusive Features:
• Huge 4” Top Rails
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalks
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame' construction

eighth round despite a feeble
protest from Gomm, the
WBC's super bantamweight
champion.
Sanchez controlled the
fight from early in the first
round when he used a left

Only 24
Pools Left

• Guaranteed service
• Financing available
• No down payment

• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Foundation
• Heavy gauge solid vinyl
liner

• Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartridge
• Filtration Unit
Dimension — 16' x 31'• Swim Area-15 x 24' x 4'
DIAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALZSMANS COMMISSION

hook to send Gomez to the
canvas for the eight-count.

•

HOMEOWNERS ONLY
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

TOLL num
1400-457-2200
Local Cans

MAIL COUPON•OR TELEPHONE

OLYMPIC POOLS
P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind 47150

Without obligation please send a
representative with information on pools
DAYS [:1 AFTERNOONS El' EVENINGS
—
NAME
ADDRESS

ELSEWHERE ININDSKN.
A

CALL COLLECT
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS

Cl"

STAMP_

_at-

TELEPHONE NO
NOTE Sender must be a homeowner
We service the states of Kentucky. Southern
Illinois & Southern Indiana

Gomez continued to fight,
but it was clear he was out of
it.
Gomez's right eye was
nearly closed by a massive
contusion on his right

cheekbone that caused the
entire upper right side of his
face to swell.

Oops!
A- Friday article Mir—rect..
'stated the 'Murray High
1 iger football opener against
Mayfield will be a home
game. The game will begin
at 8 p.m., Aug. 28 at
Mayfield.

lb

GOLDEN CORRAL FAVORITES

No. 1 GOLDEN CORRAL SIRLOIN STEAK — Our Specialty.
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No. 2 BROILED STRIP STEAK — Thick & Tender — Served Rare or
Medium Rare only! Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh
French Fnes
No.3 BEEF TIPS — Smothered in Onions & Peppers.
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No.4 THE HEFTY HAMBURGER — Served with Lettuce, Tomato & Pickle
With Cheese — 10C extra
No.5 HERDSMAN STEAK — Delicious Top Sirloin
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No.6 SKIS-K-BOB — Served with Onions. Peppers. Tomatoes &
Mushroom Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
,.P.41)- 7 RIB EYE STEAK
Large — 12 Oz.
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries Medium — 7 Oz.
No.8 SIX GUN BROILED SIRLOIN — Thin Sirloin Slices served with
Mushroom Gravy. Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No.9 THE BELT BUSTER — Our Largest Sirloin Steak
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No. 10 HAPPY KIDS'MEAL
Corn Dog on a Stick Served with Fresh French Fries
No. 11 HAM STEAK — Generous Portion of Buffet Ham Garnished
with a
Spiced Apple Ring Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh
French Fries

No. 12 PARDNER CHOPPED SIRLOIN — Your Choice of Mushroom
Gravy or
Onions & Peppers Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh
French Fries
No. 13 CHOPPED STEAK SPECIAL — Six Ounces of Delicious Chopped
Sirloin. Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French Fries
No. 14 FRET MIGNON — Thick & Tender. Bacon WrapPid.Delicious!
Large Baked Idaho Potato or Fresh French HIV— —
-=—

to Change

-Lunch Specials229
711 So. 12th

• 4,,

When Purchased with Most Meals

p,

wden Salad
Soup of the Day

399

469
349

1 29
499
399

699
499
349
599

1 29
359

2"
259
545

Nek.2111 GOLDEN CORRAL'S FAMOUS SALAD BAR - Al
You Can Eat.
Twenty nine Quality kerns Beautifully Displayed

259_
129
.65
.89

Murray, Ky.
•r-•

•

• Free refills— soda. arOefe. tea
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YEARBOOK WORKSHOP - Three members of the staff of the Shield, Murray
State University's yearbook, look over their book with Dr. Bill Click of Ohio
University during a yearbook workshop Aug. 12-15 in Athens, Ohio. The students are: (from left) Curtis Brown, Princeton senior; Charlotte Houchins, Smiths
Grove senior; and Tim Bland, Paducah junior. The three were among more than
175 students from 39 universities attending the workshop.

City Schools To
Hold Speech,
Hearing Screenings

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

FOR MONDAY,AUGUST 24, 1961
The Murray City School
Whet kind of day will tomoryou may meet with unexSystem will be conducting a row be? Tofind out what the but
pected
expenses. Consult with
speech and hearing screen- "
an say' read the forecast advisers. Career prospects
ing at both the middle and -give/1W YQur birth SIVA.
will improve now.
high schools during the
SCORPIO
month of September.
(Oct. M to Nov. 21) nt'falr
.
ARIES
All students in grades 5, 7 (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)iror4
You may change your mind
and-9 will be screened. Those Some news is disturbing, but about a business move. Join a
students not in these grades you should be pleased with the group for a movie or cultural
also will be screened, at no results of a wort project. event. Plan to visit distant
friends.
charge, at parents' request Evening hours favor domestic SAGITTARIUS
4,
440
life.
to the child's teacher.
(Nov.72toDec. 21)"
TAURUS
The screening will be con- (Apr.20 to May 20)
Despite same good times,inducted by city school speech
Shopping is favored, if you war* you may be exand hearing pathologist or a close tie avoid impulsive asperated with another. EvenDiane Wilson.
decisions. Evening hours en- ing hours bring favorable
Screenings only will be courage romance and visiting career and financial
developments.
held. If students are in need with others.
CAPRICORN
of further testing, parents GEMINI
(Dec.22toJan. 19) VW
will be notified by phone or (May 21 to June 20)
Work goes well, but expect
job
erratic
Watch out for
by rnait
some
interruptions. News
Curb
performance.
a distance is pleasant.
restlessness. Don't test the pa- from
Fine partnership rapport
tience of others. Shopping and makes for happiness.
rewarding.
horne life prove
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
(June.21 to July n)
Maintain proper decoriun
You may be agitated about a with
higher-ups. Find comlate
Subscribers who have not romantic situation. By
mercial outlets for creative
received their home-delivered afternoon, you'll come out of projects. Needed work procopy of !be Norm ledeer line by yourself and enjoy pleasant gress is assured now.
S,30 p.m. Monday-fridoy or by times.
PISCES
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged LEO
444? (Feb.19to Mar. 20) KeP
to call 7511114 between 538 0.10. (July 23to Aug.=)
Family outings are favored.
Private talks are favored. Children
ol II pa. Needle One. hike. sr
desire your cominupset
home
unexpected
An
3:31 OA. NS 4 pa.Sateen.
pany.
Towards
evening, you'll
plans.
A
social
A circulation department em- terferes with
want
to
go
someplace
special
ployee is on duty during these mood for privacy marks the with a loved one.
evening.
late
time periods to insure delivery
YOU BORN TODAY have a
of your newspaper. Coils must VIRGO
keen sense of social responbe placed by 4 p.a. weekdays or. (Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
Friends are helpful in sibility, yet are also adven4 ea. Scrturdays to guarantee
business. An appointment turous. Your dramatic nature
defivinv.
may be cancelled. Enjoy inclines you to the arts, where
The regular business office
friendships and club meetings you'll have success as a
„hours of Ike Nam Weer it Timewriter, critic, actor, painter,
ore I an. a 5 p.a. Monday towards nightfall.
musician or sculptor. You're
LIBRA
through Friday and 1 is. Is Mk.
liable to experiment before
(Sept. 23 to Oct.72) Saturdays.
Business trips are favored. settling on a career.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

I DON'T 'MINK YOU
SHOUL' BE 50 14ARP
ON 5NOOPY..AFTER ALL,
HE 15 OUR WATCHP06...

YOU'RE HOMELY
AND A PAIN TO
BE AROUND--

ANY
CALLS?

WHAT COULD 14E EVER
PO FOR ME IF A
BUR6LAR GOT IN?

NANCY----WHO
ARE YOU
TALKING TO
LIKE THAT_?
/
...

A DANCE
...IF YOU
STUDIO OFFERED C0UL TELL
YOU A FREE
THEM WI.10
LESSON...
15 BURIED
IN GRANT
TOMB

PEY! THAT'S
NOT A BAP
PEAL

1

'll 1 I :i ::. moil I ill 1 '
1 .110 ill
filmiinl...:mullimilmillIonlImill..301111

Various churches in the 8:40 and 10:50 a.m. worship
area have announced services on Sunday, Aug. 23.
meetings, services, and
Eleanor Diuguid and Paul
events at the churches.
Shahan will sing a duet,
"Hold Thy My Hand," at
FIRST CHRISTIAN
both services. The Methodist
"A Giant Soidier vs. A Lit- Men's Choir, directed by
tle Shepherd!" with scrip- Paul Shahan with Bea Farture from I Samuel 17:37-41 rell as organist, will also
will be the subject of the ser- sing at the later service.
mon by the Rev. Dr. David
Church School will be at
C. Roos, pastor, at the 10:45 9:45 a.m.„and the UMYF
a.m. service on Sunday, and Covenant Prayer groups
Aug. 23, at the First Chris- will meet at 5:30 p.m., on
tian Church ( Disciples of Sunday.
Christ).
GRACE BAPTIST
Margaret Boone will
The
Grace Baptist Church,
direct the music with MaxSouth
Ninth Street,.Mur617
ine Clark as organist.
hear the pastor; the
ray,
will
Assisting in the service
speak at
will be Will Jenkin, Dr. A. H. Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
5:30 p.m.
a.m.
and
10:45
the
Titsworth, Auburn Wets,
23.
Norman Hale, Elmer Col- services on Sunday,Aug.
direct
Peeler
will
Leland
lins, Ron Gray, Sandy
Lucas, Benny Maddox, Jim the choir as they sing "In
the
Stickler, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Times Like These" at
Youth
hour.
The
morning
Clopton, Mr. and Mrs. Don
McCord, and Corinne Choir will sing at the evening
hour. Dwane Jones will be
McNutt.
The flowers on the commu- organist and Terry Downey
nion table will be in memory will be pianist.
Sunday School with Dan
of Porter Huie by his family,
as superintendent
Billington
and the rosebud will be in
beat
9:45
a.m.
will
honor of Jacob Todd
Nursery workers will be
Dickens, born Aug. 5 to Mr.
Carolyn Caldwell, Mrs.
and Mrs. Mike Dickens.
Delbert Underhill, Dean
Sunday School will meet at
Downey, and Catherine
9:30 a.m.,and Youth Groups
Smothemian, Sunday, and
will meet at 5:30 p.m. for
Dell Brinell and Dixie
supper followed by separate
Peeler, Wednesday for the 7
meetings.
p.m.services.
For bus information call
PRESBYTERIAN
Don Hale at 753-3063.
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor of the First
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Presbyterian Church, 1601
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell
Main Street, Murray, will
pastor, Memorial
speak on "How Do You White,
Know My Name?" with Baptist Church, 10th and
speak on
scripture from Psalms8 and Main Streets, will
Matthew 10:29-31 at the 10:45 "Wisdom From God's
a.m. worship service on Sun- Creatures" with scripture
from Proverbs 30:24-28 at
day, Aug. 23.
The anthem, "0 My the 10:50 a.m. service, and
Saviour," will be directed by on "Wisdom For Life" with
scripture from Proverbs 19Amy Jarman,choir director,
29 at the 7 p.m. service on
with Marietta O'Bryan as
Sunday,Aug.23.
organist.
Bob Perrin, deacon of the
Church School will be at
week, will assist in the ser9:30 a.m. with a nursery
vice.
available for both school and
Milton Gresham will
worship. The Adult Class
direct the music with
will be led by Dr. Ken Wolf
Margaret Wilkins as
as they discuss "Peace In
organist and Michael
the Christian Tradition."
Wilkins as pianist.
The Jesse Rogers class will
Sunday School with Ralph
be taught by Mrs. Henry
Bogard
as director will be at
McKenzie.
9:40 a.m.,and Church Training with Glenn Hale as direcFIRST METHODIST
will be at6 p.m.
The Rev. Jimmy E. tor
Volunteer
nursery
Stubbs, minister of
workers
will
be
Joyce
Hurt,
evangelism of the First
Keith
Houston,
and
June
CotUnited Methodist Church,
will speak on "As Close As 12 trell.
Inches To God" with scripFIRST BAPTIST
ture from Mark 7:1-8 at the
Regular services will be
held at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
WELL,I G0E55 TI-115
on Sunday, Aug. 23, at the
M161-1T I4ELP...
First Baptist Church with
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker;as the speaker.
"The
Profit
of
Persecution" with scripture
from Acts 8:1-8 will be the
morning topic and "Do Not
Quench The Spirit" with
scripture from I Thess. 5:19
will be the evening topic.
Marvin Harris, deacon of
the wiek, aid Randy Sorrow, minister of youth, will
assist in the services. The ordinance of baptism will be
observed at the morning
hour.
Directing the music will be
Wayne Haley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight

LOOK UP TWE ANSWER
AND I'LL CALL THEM
BACK

1 Male turkey
4 Worship
9 Stitch
12 Macaw
13 Water wheel
14 Exist
15F19
17 African fly
19 Youngster
20 Web-footed
birds
21 Spurt forth
23 Hebrew letter
24 Cubic meter
'27 Galena
28 Pitch
30 Wife of
GeraiM
31 For example
Abbe.
32 Colonist
74 Greek letter
35 Evaluate
37 Sediment
38 Wog*
39 Marsh bird
41 Scale note
42 Browns
43 Color slightly
45 Row
46 Teil
48 Extras
51 Consumed
52 Growing out
of
54 Time period
55 Existed
56 Dough*
Kingiser
Si Condensed
moisture
0OWN
1 Flap
2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 CSoak

YOU DOING IN TWAT
N iGs-iTCLUIS7
!
ANSWER ME!

•••.

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH,MILLIE'
Bruce Logue will speak on
"What is the Church? with
scripture from Ephesians
5:21-27 at the 10:30 a.m. service, and on "Testing Our ,
Faith" with scripture from
James 1:1-4 at the 6 p.m.service on Sunday, Aug. 23, at
the University Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Richrd Smith,
Vernon Gantt, Hemp W.
Brooks, Harold Grogan,
David Thompson, Freed
Curd, Rob Erwin, John Simmons, Bobby Grogan,
George Wilson, Larry
Wright, Gary Taylor, and
Tommy Reid.
Nursery supervisors will
be Ophie Steele, Jeanette
Suiter,and Terri Delancey.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m.Sunday.
7TH &POPLAR
CHURCH,CHRIST
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "Total
Commitment" with scripture from Romans 6:16-18 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services, and on "Lord, Lord"
with scripture from Matthew
7:21-23 elle 6 p.m. service
on Sunday,Aug.23.
Jerry Ainley, Jerry Bolls,
Adrian Cloys, Ronnie Sills,
Rowland, Danny
Gary
Cleaver, Keith Farley,
Edgar Rowland, Forest
Boyd, Tommy Carraway,
Stan Simmons, Charles
Olree, Terry McDougal,
Richard Duke, Ricky
Cherry, Frank Hargis, Euin
Dick, and James Thurmond
will assist in the services.
Vicki Houghton will be the
teen nursery helper and Eddie Rogers will be the special
class helper. Joe Garland
and Bud Gibbs will serve on
the Extension Department.
Bible classes will be at
9:45 a.m.

The movie,"Mutiny on the
Bounty" won the Academy
Award in 1935. Bette Davis
was named best actress for
her role in "Dangerous" and
Victor McLaglen was best
actor for his role in "The Informer."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I DEMANDAN EXPLANATION
ALSO, JUST WHAT WERE

as pianist. Special music at
the morning hour will be a
solo by Gus Robertson, Jr.,
and "Onward Christian
Soldiers" by the Church
Choir. At the evening hour
Benjamin and Jennifer
Wright will sing a duet and
the Church Choir will sing
"My Lord Is Near Me All the
Time."
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training will be at6 p.m.
The Fellowship suppers
for the fall and winter will
start on Wednesday, Aug. 26,
at 5:45 p.m. with the cost being $1.50 for adults and $1 for
children.
The Graded Choir
schedule for 1981-81 will also
begin on Wednesday with the
Celestial, Cherub, and Carol
Choirs at 6:30 p.m. and
Church Choir at 7:45 p.m.
following prayer meetings at
6:45 p.m.

4 Missed
5 Click beetle
6 Co unction
7 Ceremony
8 Mollifies
9 Glossy fabric
10 Bitter vetch
11 Tiny
16 Negative
18 Chemical
compound
20 Christian
21 South African
Dutchmen
22 Musical

Instrument
23 Vessels
25 Mature
26 Redacts
28 Tellurium
symbol
29 01rTs name
32 Cuttlefish
33 And, to
Caesar

Answer I. Friday's Puzzle

GOO EMU= MAR
12112121UU 1210U
MGM= MEMO
=LIU MUM
MOH UMUCCOCU
121CUBLI UBLIC 120
GCE MUM DIOU
EIC MCC UMW
EILIECUULIU 0121E3C
12110EILI MUM
CUMIN DUCIUDULI
CIUMUU UCE1
CIDU MUM 11:1121C
36 Names
38 Prohibited

46 Uncooked

400o in

17 Airline abbe
sa As written

42 Chinese
Mod*
44 A Kelly

Mus
49 Before
50 Proverb

45 Unlock

53 Silver symbol

2. Woke
SPECIAL
shun a WESSON
Castandsod by Power
Custom Ind. Mo. 44
Cal. Malaga 1"
Barrel
$995.00

SIN*/
&OW
Paws Shop
Olympia Neu
epee 9 a.m. to S p.a.
7534113

FOR SALE
ranee bob pumas, by Ibe
11111: beg, bus er 4 Imps NM
be dem to wader
sweeete. Geed wham of
Ms. Is "better" Map"
eel 713-4231 frees 2-4
p.a. ad 7-11 p.m. Meeday the Set. Prkee ere
Isom for We
Weiss stele. Private
moor wbolesale sal, •
dealers vorleimmo.

FON SALE
1974 Tombs DT 100
1.1,
It Wks. Ramat
motor. Rode only
moo* to sot rap
slice robuildlig
motor. $125.00. Cal
436-5360.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
16. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
X Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
IL Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats affd Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
St Free Column
57. Wanted

Lyn& Cocisrun Dana
aid Gymnastics Stole
• Register now for Fall
classes.
753-4647

SPECIAL
Smith & Wesson
Model 629 Stainless
Stool
44
Col.
Magnum. Fell target
presentation. The only
ow in Calloway Carroty.

$675.00
Silver &
Gold Pawn
Shop
Olympic Ph=
Open 9 cm.te I p.m.
753-7113

4. In Memory
We want to thank everyone
that was so kind to us
during the passing away of
our dear wife and mother
Ruby
Fulcher.
Special thanks to Dr Hugh
Houston and the nurses in
the CCU of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital
and to Bro William Cox for
his comforti rrg words and to
Sister Geraldine Baker for
her beautiful singing and
piano playing. To all the
churches, friends and
neighbors every where that
sent flowers and food. We
wish to thank the Max
-Churchill funerat home toe'
their services and kindness
shown to us during our
time of grief. To each we
say God bless you.
Orville Fulcher, children
and grandchildren.

2. Notice
Nand I,is and iiniinq err
done in our studio

Part
highi
Dako
phon

Coder Studio
100 Morn

"r3 02(rn

ou
Lost, Billfold near 1.C.
building, Saturday night.
Keep cash, please return
wallet Call Paul Rushing,
753-7708.
Lost, brown billfold, with
$25 to $30, switch key,
drivers license, Social
Security card inside, and
pictures. J. Smith, Dexter,
KY. 437-4853. Lost in
Krogers of Murray, or in
Hardin.
Lost, two small black and
tan beagles, 1 male and 1
female, in Golo-Kirksey
area. Last seen in Goldwater
and Stella area. Wearing
collar, which has wrong
phone no. Call 489-2885
after 6 p.m. Reward
offered.
REWARD. for return of
man's bicycle taken from
1616 College Farm Road.
Call 753-24% with an
information or further:.
description.

Want
able
mg, I
Knot
helot
P.O.
Kent'

Will
week
Will
Nortt
759-1
Will
home
Will r
Call 7

Sr

LkI
bui

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter in my home, very'
liht housekeeping. OWn.
transportation, referancel;
required. Call 759-1801
after 4 pm.
Experienced Body-man,
810 Sycamore St Century
Auto Sales. 753-7169,
753-7171.
Experienced plaster person;
starting salary $150 week.
Also need experienced
technician for dental crown
and bridge laboratory.
C.D.T. or equipment. Starting salary $300 per week.
E.K. Stacey, 753-0000, or
S.D.S. (502)442-7777. 725
Lone Oak Rd. Paducah.
HELP WANTED. $219.00
weekly average working part
or full time. Weekly
paychecks mailed directly
to you from Home Office.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary. Work
at home. National company. All ages. Details and
application sent. Send your
name and address to: Bond
Industries, Kendalia, Texas
78027.
Ky. based motor carrier
seeking owner operators,
with 1976 model tractors,
tandem with sleeper unit
Submit complete resume,
including past 10 years
working
experience.
Minimum 2 years on the
road. Minimum age 30
years. P.O. Box 1040-P.
MACHINERY
REPAIR
TRAINEES
Openings for 17-34. No
experience required. Call
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
Maness's Fish Market needs
people to dress fish. Call
759-1148.
NUCLEAR PLANT
OPERATOR TRAINEE
No experience necessary.
Immediate openings for
high school grads 17-24.
Program includes hands-on
experience at a nuclear
generating plant. Full pay
while training. Call toll free
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
Need reliable adult to
babysit in .my home part
,time Referances required.
Send resume to P.O. Box
93, Murray.
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Sales Person, 54 days a
week, $175.00 pet week.
Must be capable of physical
labor. Action Personnel
.*
753-6532.
Skip the Resume. Multiline;i
sales. Life auto, fire. Local area opening with
without experience. Excellent fringe benefits,
future earning unlimited.
Salary allowance during
professional training program. Future earnings upper fiveincome figure. Call
502-247-6867 or write P.O.
Box 648, Mayfield, Ky.
•
rs:
VETERANS
Immediate openinr for
auffbrIble discharged vets
out less than 48 months. ti
Excellent benefits, steady '
•;4 •
advancement. Call toll free I •
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
-
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6. lii1P-Wate
Part time waitress day and
!light Apply in person at
Dakota Feed and Grain No
phone calls
Wanted Secretary, must be
able to do payroll, bookeeping, have good math ability.
Knowledge of construction
helpful. Send resume to
P.O. Box 423, Murray
Kentucky.

9. Situation Wanted
Will babysit evenings and
weekends. 759-1139.
Will babysit in my home.
North Calloway district.
759-1524.
Will do babysitting in my
home. 753-8296.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751.

10. Business
Opportunity
For Sale
Smokehoua
Liquor Store lot
uliding, con
, kiventory
iquor license
Fulton, Kentucky
CI602472-2333.
Own your own Jean Shop.
Offering all the nationally
known brands such as
Jordache, Vanderbilt, Calvin
Klein, Sledgefield, Levi and
over 70 other brands.
$12,500 includes beginning inventory, airfare for 1
to the apparel center,
training, fixtures and Grand
opening promotions. Call
Mr
Colombo
at
Mademoiselle Fashions.
1-313-632-7018.

11. Instructions
GUITAR LESSONS. RockJazz-Country- All styles. For
beginners and advanced
players of all ages. Chuck's
Music Center. 753-3682.

12. Insurance
PAFA INSURANCE CO

JIM FAIN
AGENT
444
SN

ER

114 to. MAST.
heurree,114,421171
akmo 19•21 MOM
Res W17;314379
HEALTH,HOME

15. Articles For Sale
BODY SHOP EQUIPMENT
Kansas jack frame puller
with porta-power and
attachments, $350.
2-wheel dolley for towing
wrecked vehicles, $350.
Flat bed trailer with 8"
tires, $100.
Ten hp. Case garden
tractor, hydrostatic drive.
$750.
Four 36" florescent lights,
$10 each.
Call 382-2832 anytime.
Choice Grain -fed beef by
the side or whole. From
Angus and Angus-Hereford
steers. Your inspection and
selection prior to slaughter
welcomed. $1.20 per
pound dressed weight. H.R.
Clark, 753-6567.

16. Home Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous
Efficiency size refrigerator.
Call 753-8056
One Frigadaire stackable
washer and dryer white,
good condition. $230. Call
753-7303.
Two sofas, good condition,
Call 753-6747 after 4 pm
Wallpaper Close-Out. Over
3000 rolls in stock.
Prepasted-strippablescrubbable. Values to
$13.95, single roll. Now
$4.99 single roll. The
Sherwin Williams Company.
White French provencal
bedroom suite. Dresser with
mirror, chest, headboard,
matress and box springs.
Good condition. Call 7530934.

19. Farm
Equipment
15 ft. Steel bed, wood
sides, and grain door.
753-6626 after 5 p.m.
Ford tractor, plow disc and
cultivator. 753-4601
New Idea cornpicker Model
309 Call 489-8693.
1966 Mac Tractor truck,
excellent condition. Call
345-2861.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store; 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
Repossecl

MICROWAVE
OVEN
take up
monthly payments
Wa nteed

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Gibson guitar amplifier for
sale. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-9930.
Like new Clarinet with
stand. $100. Call
753-2864.
Signet silver-plated trumpet. Has case and cleaning
equipment. 753-9243.
Used Tenor Saxophone,
$250. Call 753-3922.
Wanted, responsible person
to take up small monthly
payments on like new
piano Life time warranty.
753-7575.

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter.
436-2758.
Man's Schwinn 10 speed
bicycle. $80. Call
1808 Sherry Lane
753-0864.
Many,
Ky. 42071
One utility trailer. Call,
Termites Are Our
753-6430.
Specialty. Coll day
Pool table, slate bed, good
condition. Call 753-8056.
or night
Remodeling Sale. Kitchen
753-0414.
cabinets, sinks, window
with storm door unit, stove 24. Miscellaneous
hood, fireplace screen. Call Hydraulic floor jack, 11
/
2
753-0538.
ton. 1976 Chevrolet 1 ton
utility truck with fuel and
16. Home
gasline tank and two
Furnishings electric pumps. Call 753Air-conditioner and radio. 4417.
Call 753-8236 after 3 p.m.
Minnows, worms and
Nearly new GE range, with crickets. George's Market,
self-cleaning oven and intersection of Hwy 280
and 614. Open 6am-9pm.
microwave. Call 759-4098.

K Et M
FISH MARKET
Routs 3
Corner 94 East and Industrial Road
763-2584
Ky. Lake White Channel Catfish
Whole,Steak or Filet $1.65 lb.
We now own the service
station (Full Service) Let us
You:
-WELCOME
Owners: Bobby and Judy
Knight

32. Apts. For Rent

7 ft x 9 ft Overhead wooden
garage door Call 753-2904
One electric welder, gas
motor driven with oxygen
and air tank, impa, cutting
torch and gauges, on 2
wheel trailer. 753-4417. •
Yard Vacumn and compressor, weight bench with 250
lbs weights, stationary
bicycle, turn table and
amplifier,
antiques,
glassware. Call 753-8218
after 3:30 pm.

26.111-Radio

s,
TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES

CLAYTONS
Open tNI 7:88
AM/FM Console stereo and
cassette tape, Zenith. 60"
long, $150. Call 753-0814.
Wanted, responsible person
to take up small monthly
payments on color TV.
753-7575.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
1971 12x64' 3 bedroom,
11
/
2 bath. Newly carpeted
throughout. Call after 5,
753-4469.
1975 Mobile home in
excellent condition, 12x60.
Central heat/air, stove,
refrig., washer di dryer. 1
bedroom with expanding
living room or 2 bedroom.
$6000.00. Located at 8-3
Fox Meadows. 753-6979 or
759-4066.
Double wide Trailer and lot
Corner of Poor Farm road
and N 16th. $25,000. Call
753-7975.
Extra nice 12x65 mobile
home on 200x300' lot.
Also, very good outbuilding.
Must be seen to be
appreciated. Call for apointment, after 5 p.m.
$13,500. 759-1854.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
2 Bedroom mobile home on
/
1
2 acre lot. 11
/
2 miles east of
town. Central heat/air,
water furnished. $115
month, $100 deposit.
753-0712, or 753-3534.
2 or 3 bedroom, completely
furnished, new furniture
and
carpet, airconditioning, Cablevision,
natural gas, central heat.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
• Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. For more
information, call Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.
Nice 2 bedroom mobile
home. Small well kept
court. Single or couple only.
$85. 753-8216.
Trailer for Rent 2 bedroom,
near lake. Call 753-1518.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

29. Heating-Cooling
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Mal
Warehouse
Stever Spots
Fer Rout
751-4751
Beauty Shop for rent, all
equipment and utilities
furnished. Call 753-1217.
Garage space, two 24x15'.
All utilities furnished. Call
753-1217.

31. Want To Rent
Need room for 23 year old
reliable, clean cut boy.
Murray student. Call 1-4447200 collect, after 3 p.m.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished Apartment at
New Concord. $80 per
motith. Call 436-2427.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Low utilities.
Call 753-3949.
One bedroom Apt $80 Two
bedroom Apt, $100 per
month Stove, refrigerator,
water furnished at Lynn
Grove-Call 753-7874.
VW'bedroom "furnished
apartment, air conditioned,
121 North next to
Fairgrounds. College boys
preferred, no pets. Call
753-3139_

41. Pubhc Sale

X IC

43. Real Estate

Delux one bedroom furnished apartment, very
private, $190 plus electric
Call 753-8923.

Saturday
Moving sale
furniture, boys clothes sizes
4-5 Half block from
intersection of 94E and
One bedroom, partly fur- Hwy 280
nished, North of Murray. Two Party Yard Sale,
Saturday and Monday. 9
Call 753-5410
untill ?, Appliances, toys
Small furnished apartment.
bottles, lamps, bikes.
Avon
Married couple only, no
childrens clothes, camping
no
pets,
children. See at
lots more. Turn South in
407 S. 8th.
Lynn Grove, Hwy 893
Three bedroom , living, Watch for signs.
dining, den Apartment at
Yard Sale, Meadow Green
1602 Miller. Rent $250.
Acres, Saturday and
Will deduct $25 on electric
Sunday.
bill. Call 753-2403.

33. Rooms for Rent

RECORDS

311E

43. Real Estate

Girl's room fix rent, 1 block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.
Rooms for Rent, 1615
Miller Ave., near bus. bldg.,
kitchen. 753-5292.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement. 4,000 sq ft.
finished

34. Houses For Rent

Home or business for
rent call

3-4 Bedroom house, central
air-conditioning, gas heat,
wood burning fireplace in
living room. Convenient
downtown location, $300
month. Call 759-4098.
3 Bedroom brick, near
University. New carpets, all
electric. Available now. No
pets. $250. 753-3942.
3 Bedroom house, half way
between Mayfield and
Murray. Quiet place, good
well. 345-2205.
3 bedroom, all electric,
unfurnished home. Very
nice. Available Sept. 1.
$250 per month rent. $150
deposit. Call 753-9829:
Beautiful house and 2 acres
in New Concord area. One
story, three bedroom, 2
bath. $300 per month.
References and deposit
required. Couples prefered.
Call owner at 436-5676 or
753-0186.
Completely furnished, year
round, cabin, Pine Bluff
Shores, $200. Two sun
decks.
759-1074,
753-2649.
For rent: Large house near
the University. With separate upstairs apartment you
can sublet. If interested,
call 753-5870.
Four bedroom, 2 bath,
brick, near University,
$495. Carpet, no pets,
deposit. 759-1074, 7532649.
Log house, 1 acre; 14 miles
from
town. With
greenhouse and large
basement. 436-5859.
New 2 bedroom, 2 bath
house. Furnished, including
washer/dryer. No pets. 2
miles from town. $200
month, $150 deposit.
753-4110.
Three bedroom house, 21
/
2
miles west of College.
Furnished or unfurnished.
Newly redecorated. Call
753-6045.

36. For Rent Or
For Lease
3 Bedroom house, 2 baths,
all built-ins, storage basement. On 7 acres land, 4
miles from lake_ 436-5650.
For Lease: Beautiful new
home, 3 large bedrooms, 3
full baths, sunken living
room, formal dining room.
Huge family room with
fireplace. Central heat/air
and vacuum. Many extras.
On 4 acre wooded lot, 61
/
2
miles southwest. No pets.
$350 month, $300 deposit.
Owner moving. 753-4110.
Four-car shop for rent.
Phone 753-8606 or 7539997.

40.Produce
Purple hull peas. You-Pick.
$6.00. per bushel. Call
753-0463, or 753-7858.
You-Pick Vegtables. Green
beans ready; peas, soon.
$6 00 per bushel Call
753-8848 before 8 p.m

41. Pubk ..ale
Moving sale, furniture and
rnsc Take 641 North to
Bucy's grocery and turn
right follow signs Momday
from 7 am to 5 pm.

Just listed this attractive 3 or 4
Bedroom frame
home on tree shaded
lot with large garden
spot in backyard. Offerd at only $26,500
and owner will consider financing at
well below current
rates. Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty for
all the information.

Curter
751-1707

Located on Highland
Oaks Subdivision we
have two building
lots with shade and
city water. One lot is
a corner lot. Both lots
may be purchased at
$4,500.00.
ROBERTS REALTY
126 & Sycamore
Warm,
755-1151

PARK YOUR PR
FITS!
No. 392 - 31.4 ACRES
Trailer park is i
town, on city street.
fourteen stalls in use,
room for 14 more,
owner says. Eight
trailers, furnishings
and appliances stay.
Storage building,
also. City utilities.
$118,200.

Appraisals - Council
tag - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
sirable location for
ither home or office.
e have a 4 bedroom
ome near 1 2th and
ycamore. Gas heat
and central air conditioning. Priced to
sell.

STROUT REALTY
Joe L. Kennon Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.

753-0186 An time)

Mho C.
Noliamor
INA Estate
1111 Smament
75341111 7531

s100,000
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS
Would be a small price to
pay for the magnificent
view of Kentucky Lake you
can buy for $11,900.
Beautiful ridge top side
shaded by mature oaks with
3 bedroom mobile home,
deck, carport, 90 ft. well,
all weather road. Call
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

Alive with color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-ins.
For
economy, add central gas - and you can
find the total
package by dialing
753-1492. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

21,

LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS

1200 SYcenxwe
Murray Kentucky 42071
1502) 753-1492

I],

New LIsting
Three bedroom brick,
11
/
2 baths, central
heat and air, wood
.
k, carport.
Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
,
west on 94.

7334898
•
itf I I, %it
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Toy Poodle
puppies. Call 753-2771.
Rare Firehouse dogs-3 male
AKC reg. Dalmation puppies. Outstanding appearance. Phone 443-7408 Of
443-6851.
Registered Pointer puppies.
Champion blood lines. Call
474-2277 between noon
and 5 p.m.
Registered Pointer pups.
Bloodline Oklahoma Flush.
Red Water Rex, and White
Knight Crossed. Age 6
months. When season
begins, contact George D
Orr, 502-965-4472.

Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home Team
for all the information. 753-1222.

OWNER
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Skroat Waldrop
Rad Estote
uswis Jeff's

Ponies & Tlownisow
lissorowee &
Real Este%
Sevetbside Cowl S.
Money, Kowiveciry
753-4451

HOME AND 75
ACRES

•
410--

7534222
VOIR MOOG

NEW LISTING
130 acres farm with
attractive 2 bedroom
home and several
outbuildings only 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Acreage includes approximately 55 teridable acres.
Being sold to settle
estate. Phone 7531722, Kopperud Realty., for Real Service
in Real Estate.

AN0111ER NEW
LISTING

Four bedroom hpme
basement
with
located
near
downtown. Owner
being transferred

will Sell:A$
saCrifIce. Ailithg.9or
ly $36,404. Very
reason a lile utility
bills. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Rea

753-1222

Homes FOR us/NIG

PRICE REDUCED
Two-story frame
home within walking
I
.nce to Murray
Middle School and
I owntown. This atractive
and
• conomical home
remodeled in 1978
I - 3 bedrooms, dining room, half basement and many other
eatures including
gas heat and storm
windows. Phone today for an unusually
good buy at only
$34,000. Phone 7531222 Kopperud Real
ty.

PRICE REDUCED
$10,000

4000 square foot i
meta I
sulated
building on 142 acres,
located on busy
highway 4 mile'
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost. Raiload access
in back of property.
Additional adjoining
2acres are available.
Price reduced $10,000
to upper $50's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realt in Murray.

.44. Lots For Sate
Lot Int -sale ay tato*
Woods Estates sub:division. 1 mile east
$3750 00 Will trade for
auto , pickup or motorcycle
of equal veto! Call 3822832 Graves County
Maple

45. Farms For Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1

cleaned
25 acres newly surveyed 1975 Lincoln 4 door, fully Air-conditioners
and title searched One loaded, all power Rebuilt and repaired We buy used
acre pond. 8 plus acres • engine has 1200 miles on air-conditioners Dill's Elec
tillable Balance in timber. it. Good condition Has tric, call 753-9104
Owner financing possible. some rust $1500. 159- Almada Septic Tank
Located in Kirby, 21
/
2 miles 1465.
Moist Vacuum cleaned
west on Beach Rd. Call 1977 Grand Prix Si, T-top from your driveway In753-2266 or 759-4683 with many extras. Call dustrial, residential. or
after 6 p m.
commercial, 24 how ser753-0738.
Classic
1963
Fairlane Sport vice. Call 753-5933
46. Homes For Sale
Coupe 1972 Pontiac fishAluminum Service o
2 Bedroom, living room, ing car. 436-5650.
aluminum
and vinyl
kitchen, full basement, 50. Used Trucks
trim
custom
siding,
upstairs, lots of closet
1970 one-ton Step Van, 6
work. References Call
space. Call 753-3083.
cyl , 3 speed Can be seen
Will Ed Bailey. 7534 Room house with bath, at carner of 11th and Vine,
0689
porch, 8' wide trailer with or call 753-8407
living room added on. Both
lots 100x100', $5700. Will 1974 Chevrolet Dump All your plumbing and air
take small amount down in truck, C-65 series, tandem conditioning needs. Also do
monthly payments. Located with twin screws 37000 carpentry, painting, roofing
in Hardin, KY Call 753- miles $7500 Call 7530781 and concrete. All work done
or 753-5744
to satisfaction. 753-9822.
6791.
4x4
1978
Honcho,
autoAsphalt driveways and
By Owner 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft. matic, power steering and parking lots sealed by
rfree estimates
living area, fully carpeted, 3 brakes, AM/FM stereo new al r7s.53F-o2310
bedrooms, built-in kitchen radial tires, robar and call
and family room combina- lights. Good condition. Call Concrete and block, brick
tion, living room, utility, 489-2666. _
work. Basements, drive
one large bath, lots of 1979 Chevrolet Silverado. ways, storm cellars. porstorage. Low $40's. Call Short wheel base, low ches. 20 years experience
753-9818. Must see to mileage. Call 753-9648 or 753-5476.
753-6084.
appreciate.
Dale Spenser's Portable
By owner, 3 bedroom brick 78 Ford Van. Air, cruise, Sandblasting and Painting
home in quite convenient tilt, $2700. 753-4953,or Call 753-5198 or 753-6626
location, close to grocery 759-4005.
Fence sales at Sears now
and shopping center, newly 51. Campers
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
decorated with two car
carport, two outside storage Coachman Camper Van, free estimate for your
buildings, also low utility Chevy 20, V-8, Air, Power, needs
bills. Call 753-6576 after Cruise, AM FM and CB, Guttering by Sears, Sears
Upper deck, low mileage. continuous gutters installed
4:00 p.m.
$7500, Firm. Call per your specifications. Call
House and lot, on Coles 753-5750.
Sears 753-2310 for free
Campground Rd Call 75352. Boats and
- estimate
0412 or 753-7636
Boat Motors Heating, refrigeration, and
Just Completed: Distinctive
brick and siding house on Boat for sale, 85 HP. Call electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration
Service.
spacious lot. Three bed- 753-1518.
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
room bath and half, fully
carpeted, gas heat, central Inboard-Outboard 302 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
air, kitchen loaded. At- cubic inch Mercruiser JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
tached garage. Call 753- 21foot boat, best condition CLEANING. 24 hour service.
Call 753-0738
1259.
also instalabon of septic
tanks and backhoe work.
53.
Services
Offered
Must sell. House in
Canterbury Estate. For AAA CUSTOM
MADE Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
details call 753-0738.
CABINETS, bookcases, Johnson's Electric. ComNew 3 bedroom, 2 bath, music centers, etc mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
built-in appliances. Must Reasonable. 436-2566
repairing.
753-7203.
sell, $30,000. Call 489- ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
2670.
or vinyl siding and trim. Need work on your trees?
Prime location, 3 bedroom, Aluminum trim for brick Topping, pruning, shaping,
2 bath, den, formal dining houses. Jack Glover, 753- complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
room, double garage, re- 1873.
for professional
creation room. 753-2676.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. SERVICE
tree care. 753-8536.
15 years experience carpen47. Motorcycles
try, concrete, plumbing, Now open! Doug Jones
roofing, siding, things Electric. Airport Rd. Re1973 Honda /50, custom around the home. Free sidential work. Guaranteed,
paint, new tires, header estimates! No job too small. free estimates. Call 753pipes, Al shape Call Call days 474-2359, 474- 9555.
2276
evenings.
On Painting and Decorating.
753-7261
weekends,
474-2276. Interior and Exterior. 10
1975 Yamaha 200 street
bike, 5000 miles, good II & K Stump Removal. Do years experience I take the
condition, $500 or best you need stumps removed time to do the job right
offer. Call 759-1369 after 6 from your yard or land Call 759-1692.
cleared of stumps? We can Professional paperhanging.
pm.
remove stumps up to 24" painting, farm buildings,
1976 Honda 1000, gold below the
ground, leaving top, sides. Commercial or
wing. Call 759-4448.
only sawdust and chips. residential. Call Tremon
1977 650cc Yamaha. Good Call for free estimate, Bob Farris, 759-1987.
deal for $1000. Call Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
P & D Lawn Service.
753-0912, or 753-2997, ask Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Mowing, small tree and
for Al.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS hedge trimming. Free
1977 Honda 750-F. Good underpinning, roof's sealed, Estimates. 446-2997.
condition, with windshield patio awnings, and house
and luggage rack. call type roofs for mobile Warning! Don't read this
767-2758.
homes. 753-1873, Jack unless you're in need of
roofing. carpentry, or elecGlover.
1980 YZ-250. Good conditrical work. New or repair
tion. Sale or trade for 3 MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- All guaranteed.
Call Joe,
wheeler. 759-4712 after 6.
stalling tie downs, under- 753-9226 for free estimate.
Honda moped, 123 actual pinning, roofing, installing Wet basement? We
make
miles, $450 firm. doors and windows. Also wet basements dry, work
build
porches
and
patios.
753-0814.
Call 753-6973. Free completely guaranteed. Call
48. Auto. Services
estimates! No job too or write Morgan Construcsmall! On weekends, car tion Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
474-2276.
KEY
or call day or night.
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
MOTO PARTS
1-442-7026.
Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
515S.
Westinghouse. Experienced Will haul driveway white
am-ray, koMacky
independent service. Bobby rock and Ag lime, also have
Batteries, tires, Hopper, 753-4872, Bob's any type of brown or white
wheel sewers, este Appliance Service. 202 S. pea gravel Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson
acasesesies. 24 beer 5th.
Sowing. Also tem- Air-conditioning and Well 753-4545 or 753-6763
plet* limo of weal Pump Repair Electrical Will sharpen hand saws and
..t.-$.
Work, New or Repair. Call skill saws 753-4656
753-8580
753-9856 or after 5 P M 56. Free Column
753-8526
Free 6 week old
Import Auto Salvage. Used
• breed puppies, small mixed
dogs
kieorms
parts for most Imports. Call
4
males.
females,
2
and
Bob-ft & 911Infins
474-2325.
older female dog Call
ofereamis. AN wort
49. Used Cars
753-2504
oara•te•d.
Free
1970 Convertible Bala Bug,
Tiger striped kitten Me
CaN 759-1115,1 er
rebuilt engine, $1500 Call
dim size black male dog
75345111
436-5869
Call 436565O.
1970 Pontaic Bonneville
$500 Call 436-2507 after
5pm
1975 LTD, 750 Call
436-2143
*PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Oldsmobile
1979
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Delta loyal, 4 deer
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

1

WALLIS DRUG

Sedan, lead, sae
ree Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
ownw
PURDON
OLDSMOBILE
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commend! Center 1
Specializing in Senior Citizens _.I_
w. mei
__-_,_-__
-:_at
ua. . ..
_. ___:... -__-_-_,.,
-$319
pen Hours .___ _
'Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri:, Sat. •
Ford Fairmont "Future,
8-12 753-3685
1978, all extras, Michelin
tires. $2,450. Call 753For Appointment

8052.
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Murray State
Cheerleaders
Winners At Camp

OPT'

Equal Access Aill Reviewed
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

Twelve members of the ed in the competition were
Murray State University Arkansas, Oklahoma State
Cheerleading Squad have Auburn, Florida, Missouri, .
returned from the Universal LSU, Mississippi, Clemson,
Cheerleaders Association's Thiene and North Carolina
spint camp in Memphis, State.
Tenn., bringing with them
During the Instructional
numerous awards.
The Murray State squad phase, evaluations were conwas joined by cheerleaders ducted in all categories, with
from 85 other colleges in the ribbons awarded for excamp, which took place Aug. emplary progress. The MSU
10-15. The camp was squad won superior ribbons,
prunarily instructional, with the highest possible, in every
a final competition in each of evaluation. The Murray
the three main categories - State mascot, "Duncan the
fight song, cheer and 'Horse," also took three
superior ribbons and a spirit
sidelines.
Among the schools involv- award.
The Murray State squad
placed in the top 10 schools in
each of the three technical
categories. A final competition was then conducted to
determine the top five
Pvt. Tanume J. Town- schools in each category,
send, daughter of Roy G. and an overall champion.
Townsend of 205 Sharpe St., Murray State won fourth
Murray, has completed place in the fight song
training as an artillery category and fifth place in
survey specialist under the the cheer category.
One Station Unit Training
Overall, the
MSU
OSUT t Program at the U.S. cheerleaders brought home
Army Field Artillery Train- 12 superior ribbons, two
ing Center, Fort Sill, Okla.
trophies and a "Key to
OSUT is a 13-week period Spirit" award for the week.
which combines basic comThe Murray State
bat training with advanced cheerleaders attending the
individual training.
camp included captain Scott
Students received in- Elliot, co-captain Jim Murstruction in mathematics, ray, Kathy Harberson, Don
map reading, survey equip- Wright, Ann Long, Robyn
ment,and surveying.
Overbey, Jim Irish, Jim
Townsend is a 1980 Peck, Leandra Vaughn, Jill
graduate of West Covina Hatcher, Tammy Hutson,
and Kyle Wall.
High School, Calif.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A law
which could make losing civil suits
more expensive for the state is being
considered by a legislative task force.
The bill was reviewed Friday by the
Special Task Force on Small
Business, but it appeared doubtful
that the 1982 General Assembly will
receive the legislation in its current
form.
The so-called equal access law
would mandate that courts award
costs to the winning party in suits
brought against an individual or
business by the state, suits filed
against the state to challenge tax
assessments or collections and court
proceedings to review the decision of
an administrative review board.
Costs are defined as the expense of
expert witnesses, studies and reports
and attorneys.
Carol Kunk, the governor's general
counsel,spoke in favor of the measure
but also expressed a number of reservations.
State agencies do not overwhelmingly support the bill for fear it will
have a chilling effect on their ability
to bring suits they are legally required to file, sne said.

Tanimie Townsend
Completes
Specialist iraining

Murray State, the 1,BI, of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
at Golden Pond, and the
Warren County Board of
Education in Front Royal,
Va.
Bill Holt, program director, said it adheres closely to
the philosophy of the Outward Bound School, with
mountaineering activities
that include rock climbing,
caving,
rappelling,
backpacking, rescue, map
and compass, canoeing and
ropes.
"The uniqueness of Apollo
is its lack of duplication," he
noted. "It is the only program in existence serving
this particular clientele and
it has proven to be effective
in transferring confidence
back to the classroom. We
have a great -deal of
documented feedback from
high school principals,
teachers and especially
guidance counselors."
Project Apollo is designed
to provide Upward Bound
students with experientially

Color Proofing Unit
Donated To University
Arts
A Chromatin color proof- Graphic
ing unit, valued at $3,500, has Technology/Printing
been donated to Murray Management.
Dr. Thomas E. Gray, the
State University by the I.E.
du Pont de Nemours Com- departmental chairman,
pany for use in the univer- said the equipment, which
sity's Department of already has been installed,
will greatly enhance the
capability of the department
to teach the basics involved
in color printing.
Use of the equipment is in
keeping with the trend
An evening class in basic
toward more off-press
photography again will be ofanalysis of color fidelity
fered at Murray State
prior to beginning the actual
University this fall. The
production run, he said.
class, which will be held
Vic Salter, a du Pont exMondays from 6 to 9 p.m.
ecutive, indicated in a recent
and carrying three hours of
speech before the Internaacademic credit, will be
tional Graphic Arts Educataught by Dr. Thomas E.
tion Association that the
Gray, chairman of the
company was providing the
Department of. Graphic Arts
equipment to select printing
Technology at the universimanagement degree proty.
grams in the United States.
Anyone interested in takand Murray State later was
ing the class should register
selected as one of the recifor it before Monday, Aug.
24, Gray said. The first pients.
Jim Hackett, a represenmeeting of the class is
of the company's
tative
scheduled for Monday evenPhoto
Products Printing
ing, Aug. 31, in Room 101-N
of the Applied Science Systems division, installed
the equipment in July and inBuilding.
the faculty
Interested persons may structed
members
involved
in its use.
contact Gray at either the
district
Sam
Fleming,
Department of Graphic Arts
Technology in the Applied manager of du Pont's office
in Chamblee. Ga., and a
Science Building or by callmember of the department's
ing (502 762-1394.
advisory committee, was inALEXANDER
strumental in getting the
PROMOTED
unit for Murray State, Gray
Ricky D. Alexander, son of said, adding:
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo C. Alex"This support by the du
ander of Route 7, Benton, Pont Company reflects 'an
has been promoted in industry-wide trend toward
the US. Army to the rank of greater support of educaprivate first class.
tional efforts in training perAlexander is a grenadier sonnel for an industry which
at Fort Campbell,Ky.
is so vital to a free society."

Evening Class
In Photography
Available

Thomas, said the bill still would not
provide equal access to justice if it includes limits on the awards.
Describing the limits as
unreasonable, Bunning said the winning party to a lawsuit should be able to
recover all costs.
"At least this is ten-thousand
dollars more equal access than we've
had before," said Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
D-Springfield, the task force chairman. “it seems to me to be a very
reasonable figure."
Rep. Ramsey Morris, DHopkinsville, disputed Ms. Ktuik's
comment about the bill's financial implications.
"If it has a trernendous financial
impact, it will tell us that (state)
agencies are inefficient in the first
place," Morris said, because the state
would only have to pay when it loses
lawsuits.
The task force delayed voting on the
bill after Rep. Joe Barrows, 1:3Versailles, pointed out that it could
make it impossible for businesses to
recover their costs if they settle out of
court.
A vote on whether to recommend
the legislation to the 1982 General
Assembly is expected at the panel's
final meeting in October.

Coverage Of Trial Discussed
By NANCY KENNEY
Associated Press Writer

MSU Cheerleaders

MSU's Project Apollo Refunded
Project Apollo, an outdoor
adventure program for Upward Bound students initiated at Murray State
University eight years ago,
has been approved for refunding through 1983.
Notification has been
received at Murray State
from the Division of Special
Students and Veterans Programs of the U.S. Department of Education that the
award for 1981-82 is for
$236,838.
It allows for continuation
of Project Apollo basecamps
in both the Land Between the
Lakes ( LBI., in West Kentucky and the Shenandoah
Valley in Virginia. About
1,000 Upward
Bound
students are now served
each year through the program, and more than 4,000
from most states and Puerto
Rico have been involved
since its inception.
Project Apollo is administered jointly by the
Department of Recreation
and Physical Education at

In addition, the measure has
"tremendous financial Implications"
for the state, Ms. Kunk said.
But the law would make government attorneys "more accountable
for the lawsuits they bring," she added. "That's not an unreasonable thing
to do."
Although the law would allow a
court to base its award on prevailing
market rates for the services furnished,it does include limits.
Expert witnesses, for example,
could not be paid more than the
prevailing rate awarded similar experts hired by the state. Attorneys'
fees would be limited to a maximum
of $40 an hour unless the court found a
special reason to award a higher fee.
In addition, the bill stipulates that
no award would exceed $10,000 and
that people who voluntarily intervene
in a case would not be eligible for any
compensation, regardless of who wins
the case.
There are several exceptions, such
as eminent domain cases,to which the
law would not apply. And a court may
deny an award altogether.
Businesses generally favor the
measure, saying they are financially
penalized even when they win suits
brought by the state.
But state Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Fort

ATLANTA (AP) — Newsmen
testified Friday that television could
provide an accurate picture of Wayne
Williams' trial in the slayings of two
young blacks, but othrs said it would
cause a "circus-like" atmosphere and
trauma for local children.
The testimony came at a hearing on
a motion by the Atlanta Press Club to
allow television and still cameras in
the courtroom when Williams goes on
trial Oct. 5.
Williams is charged with murder in
the slayings of Nathaniel Cater, 27,
and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, the 28th
and 26th victims in a string of slayings
of young Atlanta blacks.
Erik Gordon, an attorney for the
press club, told Judge Clarence
Cooper that television filming of, the
trial would help ensure an "orderly"
atmosphere in the courtroom.
Under the plan submitted by the
Atlanta Press Club, electronic and

still cameras would be allowed in the
courtroom. Many reporters, meanwhile, could sit in a nearby room watching a videotape of the proceedings
and writing their stories as the trial
progressed.
After testimony from nine people,
Cooper took the motion under advisement and said he would issue a written ruling Monday or Tuesday.
Williams' attorney Mary Welcome
opposed- the motion and questioned
most of the witnesses produced at the
hearing. She said she did not "trust"
the media to cover the trial fairly.
"By no stretch of the imagination
does the media in Atlanta, based on
their previous conduct, represent
dignity and decorum," said Ms.
Welcome, citing a media stakeout of
the Williams' home in June.
She also accused the Atlanta Press
Club of "economic motives" in asking
that the trial be televised.
Williams' elderly mother told
Cooper that television filming of her
son's trial would make his parents'

lives more miserable.
"The media has been very unfair in
their coverage," she said, her voice
quivering. "We have been treated
very inhumanly, and we have been
prisoners in our own home."
Cameramen staked out the
Williams' home for several weeks in
June after it was learned that he was
a suspect in the case.
Lynn Whatley, attorney for
Williams' parents, said they oppose
TV cameras in the courtroom because
it would create a "circus-like atmosphere" and subject them' to
"more ridicule."
Appearing on behalf of the Atlanta
Press Club was Steve Tello, who has
produced trial coverage for ABC.
Tello told Cooper that "much more
accurate" reporting resulted from the
presence of television cameras.
Six witnesses testified about the impact television coveragelpf the trial
could have on Atlanta children. Five
of them said airing the trial on television would have a harmful effect on
city residents, particularly children.

educational. ex- basis."
has
nces, positive self• Additional seasonal staff
. concepts, new and different at the Kentucky basecamp
outdoor living skills, are: Susan M. Brown,
resource training skills and Anacortes, Wash."; Russell
opportunities for community H. Dawson, Murray; Robert
service.
C. Gangaware, Wilmington,
Permanent staff members Del.; Ted D. Jones, Halifax,
include: Larry Wood, assis- Va.; Jennifer F. Hudder,
tant director in charge of all Murray; Charles E. Rauch
field aspects at both Jr., Farmington, Conn.; and
Charletter Dorothy A. Searcy, College
basecamps;
Ellis, the administrative Station, Texas.
logistics coordinator who
works with more than 300
The Virginia basecamp is
Upward Bound projects in 42 headed by program coorstates and Puerto Rico each dinator Chris Chapman, Anyear to make logistical ar- nondale, Va. His staff inrIngements for getting 1,000 cludes: Michael S. Cooper,
students to and from the Exetes, N.H.; Thomas P.
By HANNS NEUERBOURG
basecamps; and Debbie Ditty, Wellsburg, W.Va.;
Libya's oil minister, Abdussalam
But the Saudi oil minister, Sheik
Associated Press Writer
secretary - Katherine E. Good, Silver
Carter,
Mohammed Zagaar, said OPEC's
Ahmed Zaki Yamani, announced
GENEVA, Switzerland ( AP ) —
psychometrist.
latest conference, which broke up
Spring, Md.; Gloria A.
after the collapse of the negotiations
here Friday without an agreement on
Holt gives Wood much of Lipani, Washingtonr- D.C.; Failure to unify oil prices dealt a new
Friday that his country would cut its
prices, means the cartel "is facing a
the credit for the success of Jeanette A. Scholtes, Lans- blow to OPEC's diminishing clout on
production by 10 percent next month
Project Apollo "because he ing, Iowa; and Dwayne K. the world market, and one minister
crisis."
as a goodwill gesture to other OPEC
says the 13-nation cartel "is facing a
makes it work on a daily Vogel, Alberta, Canada.
The talks appeared to have been
members squeezed by a worldwide
crisis" under the pressure to cut back
doomed after Saudi Arabia refused to
glut. The cutback would amount to
prices and production.
offer more than a $2 hike to its $32-per- about 1 million barrels a day.
Growing supplies from non-OPEC
barrel charge under a compromise
However, several analysts said
producers and declining demand due
that would have called for other coun- other OPEC nations might boost proto recession and conservation have
tries to lower their prices. OPEC duction and thus maintain the world
been taking a toll on the Organization
prices currently range from $32 to $40 glut.
of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
per barrel.
LONDON tAP, — A taxi 20-pound notes, mostly used
driver who vanished with and untraceable. Idehen put
nearly a half-million dollars the money in a bag which he
left on the back seat of his planned to hand over to his
cab was being sought Friday brother, who runs an importTAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) —
"A man called on the said. It was not known found in two main pieces,
by every policeman in Bri- export business.
A Far F-sstern Air Transport phone to say he saw whether the pressure pro- with the jet's tail and cockpit
tain, authorities said.
On his way home, Idehen jetliner exploded over the
falling from the blem was related to the three miles apart, police
Detective Chief Inspector asked Butler to stop at a rugged mountains of central something
said.
crash.
sky," the spokesman said.
Peter Jay, leading the sear- shop so he could buy some
Government and airline
Taiwan today, killing all 110
the
The plane went down near
Flight 103 bound for
ch, said a Nigerian cassette tapes. When Idehen
people aboard, including southern Taiwan seaport of the town of Sanyi, 94 miles officials joined a rescue
businessman left the cash in came out of the shop the cab three Americans, officials
Kaohsiung left on the 115- south of Taipei, authorities crew of more than 400 police
the taxi Thursday afternoon had gone.
said.
mile trip at 9:50 a.m. (9:50 said. The wreckage was and civil defense workers at
Butler's
neighbors
while he stepped into a shop
the crash site.
There was no immediate p.m. EDT Friday) after a
to buy some tape cassettes. described him as a "perfectindication of what caused the two-hour delay because of
When the businessman ly normal sort of chap" and Boeing 737 to blow up shortly
"abnormal pressure" in the
emerged from the shop, the ''happy-go-lucky."
after take-off from Sungshan cockpit, said to Harry Ho,
A headline in Friday's edition incorrectly indicated
A spokesman for Pleasant airport in Taipei. A police
cab was gone.
.
the airline's vice president
that a recent discussion of the Murray State University
Scotland Yard identified Cars, a taxi firm that spokesman said witnesses
Foundation and investments by the school was held by
the driver as Christopher sometimes gave Butler heard two explosions before for sales and traffic.
The plane lost contact with
MSU president Constantine Curris and Gov. John Y.
Kevin Butler, 33. A assignments, said, "He is a seeing the front portion of
the air control tower 19
Brown. A representative of the governor, not Brown,
spokesman said he had tat- very conscientious worker." the plane plunge to earth.
minutes after take-off, Ho
attended the meeting. The staff apologizes for the ertoos on his arms depicting a
ror.
swallow and a skull and dagger with the words, "Death
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
or Glory."
fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news &elides.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
"Butler could have fallen
clarification please call 753-1918.
ill, he could have been hijacked or the Martians could
have got to him," Jay said.
"What's for sure is that he's
KEEP THAT GREAT
gone, and so has the
GM FEELING WITH
money."
GENUINE GM PARTS
Scotland Yard said Butler
was Irish and had lived in
London for seven years,Dublin police and British airports, harbors and other
travel centers were alerted
to look for him.
Police broke into Butler's
home in North London, but
he and his passport were
gone. The abandoned cab
was found later in a London
street.
1975 Buick Regal
Jay said Butler drove
Blue, white top, power steering, power brakes, tilt
businessman Kizito Idehen,
steering wheel, AM-FM radio, Michelin rodiol tires.
22, a regular client, from his
NEW MEMBERS — The A4urray Civitan.C.Iub added two new members to its roll
46,000 miles
home in Finsbury Park,
on Thursday evening, Aug. 20, at the meeting held at Joe's Family Restaurant.
North London, to a bank
John Emerson, center, Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky Civitians, initiated the
near Oxford Circus on
wearwtembers, a husband and we team, Tom and Shirley Smartt pictured right
Thursday afternoon.
and left, sponsored by jack Keeney, a member of the Owensboro Gvitan Club.
Idehen drew out 241,590
Emerson and the Smalls are displaying framed copies of the Civitan Creed. itiax
pounds — about $452,000 at
Parker, Attorney for Calloway County, presented an overview of the new
the current exchange rate.
judicial system of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The cash was in bundles of

New Blow Is Dealt To OPEC

Taxi Driver With tool
Sought By Authorities

110 Killed In Jet Explosion
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